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Ran Slavin, Improvisation Live Cinema
Bertram Niessen

mediation on the extreme
consequences of the contemporary
urban life. Invited at the Architecture
Biennale of Venice, Insomniac City,
after lots of peregrinations, has been
produced by the Mille Plateaux label.
During this special interview, we’ll talk
about this and in general about his
career.

In the international panorama of
audiovisual performances, one of the
most structuring characteristics of the
projects is the high degree of control
that performers want to have during
the performance. Ran Slavin ,
musician, video-artist and multimedia
artist from Israel, works in a
completely different manner.
.

His Israeli origins turn into in a
message, sometime even politic. Ran
Slavin is though a complete artist, that
means interested to his universe more
than to the Israeli-Palestinian
situation.

Bertram Niessen: Let’s talk about you
and your job
Ran Slavin: I am auto didactic in video
and sound and involved with
electronic media and arts since the
early 90′s. I produce video
installations and screening based
works, experimental cinema, various
forms of music, engage in live audio
visual improvised performances and
also work in post production

The work of Ran Slavin is hardly
definable and hardly comparable with
other international audio-visual
artists. His last work is called
Insomniac City , an experimental noir
science fiction movie of 40 minutes. A
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compositing with Flame.

point in playing it safe without the
element of risk, its what i truly
consider as live A/V, live cinema, A/V
improv, whatever you want to call it.

I started to play live at first as a bass
guitar player in a punk band when I
was 14 in Jerusalem, although my
instrument was the guitar. I moved to
London for almost 3 years at the age
of 15 where I played bass again in a
post punk band. Coming back to Israel
I formed 2 more bands in which I
played guitar and vocals with which
ive had 3 releases. Since the early 90′s
I work solo on various diverse music
and video projects. Around the early
90′s I started exploring live video
mixing at first working with VHS
tapes. Nowadays I work with 2
laptops running Jitter with various
patches I build. The latest one is of
simultaneous sound and video
control. In live video I work with
images, not textures, a large and
expanding data base of videos which I
shoot myself. I never use found
footage or sampled visuals and I
hardly use beats nowadays. The set is
moody and abstractly cinematic,
incorporating also text play in real
time. Everything is linked to the
sound. Colors change the sound, texts
change the sound, the cursor
movement changes the sound etc. All
processing is in real time, open to a
large portion of randomness and the
dealing with it live. Its improvised,
unexpected. Every live set is a gamble
so to speak. There are no guaranties.
Its quite a terrifying stance for a
performer to be in but there is no

The other pan of my visual work, is
non live videos which vary in length
form and subject. They span from
short 1-9 minute videos to 40 minute
medium experimental fiction.

.

Bertram Niessen: How much does the
project worth in your job? Do you start
from a sample or an image or do you
develop a concept in a bigger sense?
Ran Slavin: The project is very
important as it defines the meaning
and intention of a work. I start from
scratch or a single image many times.
Sometimes a sound, tone, or
instrument. Also in live a/v impro its
the image that is the trigger that
defines the sound. When editing linear
video, sometimes I will edit a
sequence in silence because its the
best way to hear the soundtrack you
want. But as a project develops on the
4

editing table the sound and image get
quite entangled and sometimes its
hard to tell which came first.
Sometimes i will start to work on
something intuitively and will only
find out the meaning later.

completely new level, also to yourself.
Bertram Niessen: What about the
relation between sound and image?
How much do you care? Do you have
a particular concept of SINESTESIA?
Do you have a particular technique?

But on the other hand Im working
now on a new script which will
include texts for actors, screenwriting,
a narrative, spanning a few locations
in Israel. With this I found that you
have to develop a concept in a wider
sense, when you are not working
alone anymore, when you have to
convey to other people what you
want from them, to stage an artificial
reality, you have to be clear on

Ran Slavin: These 2 elements are the
key players in the architecture of what
i am doing. I talked about that in the
first question, where the versatility of
motion graphic software enables me
to construct a custom synthesis
between the two in a way that is not
pre programed. Also in my film and
non live video, the relations of sound
and video are always in support and
defining each other.
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beyond. This project is dealing with
border notions of dream and fluid
urbanity
through
insomniac
conditions and an overtone of crime.
The protagonist is incapable of
distinguishing whether he is the
author or the victim of an imaginary
happening.
lso a new audio CD is released in
march on Cronica records, its title:
“The
Wayward
Regional
Transmissions”. In this project I
approach a fusion of Oriental Music
with Abstract Glitch , juxtaposing
traditional themes, laments and
folklore spiritual themes with abstract
narratives produced through the use
of contemporary digital tools. The
merging of acoustically displaced
elements of folklore overtones and a
more radical approaches to sound and
musical structure, set in a context that
tries to maintain an aerial overview of
a contrasting hybrid geographical
region could be described perhaps as
a utopian merge, Oriental Abstract
Spiritual Music.

.

Bertram Niessen: Which are the most
important projects?
Ran Slavin: I consider most important
the project which occupies my mind
at the time im working on it. My big
and most recent project is called
“Insomniac City”. Its a 40 minute
experimental film-noir sci fi fiction. A
probe and meditation into extreme
notions of modern day urbanity. It
was initially commissioned for the
Venice Biennial of Architecture in
2004 and it has been growing ever
sense. The structure concept of
Insomniac City has been to keep it in
flux and open to change. It already
changed and appeared in 3 different
forms. It exists as a single channel
work and as a 2 and 4 channel
realization. It has been screening
internationally quite a lot in 2006 with
dates in 2007 as well. Its has been
released in its 3rd version lately on
Mille Plateaux and available for sale as
a double sided DVD PAL/NTSC and a
CD with music from the film and
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its not my mainline. I dont consider
myself a political artist but I engage in
political outbursts from time to time.
Im usually more interested in the
subversion of reality, and fiction,
rather then direct reality, but
occasionally I will take a stance.

.

Bertram Niessen: Some of your
projects are reflections of the Israel
and Palestine conflict. How much is
this argument present in your work
and how?
Ran Slavin: I live in Tel Aviv, was born
in Jerusalem, and occasionally, when
the ‘shit hits the fan’, I make works
which refer and respond directly to
the political situation, upon its
complexity and vicious overtones. But

www.ranslavin.com
www.mille-plateaux.net
www.cronicaelectronica.org
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Armin Linke / Claudio Sinatti: Details
Silvia Bianchi

Armin Linke is one o the best known
international photographer an a
tireless traveller, who works both as a
reporter an audio-video researcher.
The thousands of images taken by
Linke and shown in magazines, boos
and exhibitions are kind of endless
archives of natural landscapes marked
by man’s presence and they gave
shape to a ort of atlas of the
metamorphosis and mutations of the
planet. Like his pictures, his videos
and films (among which the work in
progress Alps with Piero Zanini, a
filmed journey about the most
overexposed to media European
ecosystem-barrier and its social and
economic changes) explore the
relationships between spaces, bodies,
the way they are perceived and the
border between real and fictional
world.

Details is a production of Netmage 07
which took place recently, and came
into existence thanks to the
cooperation between Armin Linke and
Claudio Sinatti, both looking for an
experimental area in which
photography overcomes the limit of
its static nature thanks to an essential
movement, aimed at catching what is
already inside the picture.
Their extremely poetic live
performances on Carl Michael Von
Hausswolff’s music stood out for its
simplicity and uniqueness during the
last edition of Netmage International
Festival. An invitation to think about
the real meaning of image as well as
an expression of very high aesthetic
value, a show which Netmage’s
audience could not but sit down and
watch.

.
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Armin Linke‘s work has recently been
exhibited at Venice Biennial, Sao
Paolo The Overexcited Body , Valencia
Biennial, Voilà  Paris Le Monde Dans
la Tete all’Arc, at Cities on the Move
exhibition. Moreover, he had personal
exhibitions at Milan Massimo De Carlo
gallery, Sao Paolo Luisa Strina,
Guangzhou Vitamin Creative Space,
Bejing Cultural Transmission Centre
and Berlin Klosterfelde.

creation of a Live Media show.

Claudio Sinatti is one of the most
famous video-makers in Italy as well
as one of the best known and
appreciated artists abroad. His tenyear activity and his extremely fruitful
artistic production has always have
the quality to look towards two
precise directions: that of quality
commercial production on the one
side and of a more experimental
artistic research on the other.

.

Silvia Bianchi: The leitmotif of
Netmage’s production this year has
been the overcoming of real world
limits. How does Details get beyond
image’s limits to find a different way?
Armin Linke: My pictures are in fact
very real. In my personal files I chose
those images that could more look
like sets for a film. The aim was to
make the audience think of the
meaning of real world by creating a
feeling of uncertainty whether the
pictures belonged to fiction or reality
category.

In this sense Claudio Sinatti was first
appreciated for his direction of some
Italian pop musicians’ video clips such
as Casino Royale, Neffa, Carmen
Consoli, Articolo 31, Alex Britti, Africa
Unite and 99 Posse. At the same time

Silvia Bianchi: How have you worked
starting from your photographic stuff
to create a narrative connection and
to turn still images into images in
motion?

he started his artistic career as video
designer and multi-media artist which
brought him to sign some of the most
important projects in the slow
development of experimental
electronic live music.

Armin Linke: I worked with Claudio to
create a software that could allow us
to work on images by zooming in on
details. I chose those pictures on

We asked the two artists how they
shared their experiences for the
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which a study on details was possible,
that had both macro and microelements and thus many details we
could get into. I already worked on a
performance which brought audio
and video together synchronically but
at a very fast pace. The contrary this
time everything happened very
slowly, so that audience could
carefully think about the pictures.

years. When he asked me to work on
the study of a surfing mechanism for
his images, that suited my work
perfectly. I worked on interface
programming pushing a lot for simple
controls so that the interpretation
could be extemporized to the
maximum
Silvia Bianchi: In order to build the
patch did you start from audio or did
you choose some images and then
created a software that could give
maximum significance to their sense
and structure?
Claudio Sinatti: We created a very
simple performing mechanism. It
couldn’t have been different knowing
Armin’s work and listening to the
music. We worked on the
construction of a primordial version of
the patch and we tried it on
Hauswolff’s music. As time went by,
we modified the software, often
removing something. Armin decided
the choice of the images should have
been the last thing to do. The final
selection was just before the show
and that seemed a very good idea to

.

Photo by Arianna D’Angelica
Silvia Bianchi: Claudio, the possibility
to create a set with few images in
order for the audience to focus on
details, as it happened on Armin’s set
is against the use of fast and frenzied
image. As for Dandelion, the set you
created for Netmage 06, you started
from one image. Is there a concept
behind the choice or was it just for
aesthetic reasons?

me. In that way he could have got
familiar with the performing device
without losing freshness when
approaching the contents.

Claudio Sinatti: Armin’s project is
definitely on the same wavelength
with my aim at taking away which has
characterized my research in the last

www.arminlinke.com
www.claudiosinatti.com
10

www.netmage.it
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Marius Watz: Code, Art & Aesthetic
Elena Ravera

among art, experimentation and
communication, which many artist
and professionals of the world of
electronics and digital culture are
searching today. His graphic tables,
his generative settings rich of colours
and shapes, were exposed in the main
expositive centres and also used to
accompanied the most important
international festivals of electronics,
how it happens this year at the Club
Transmediale Festival.

He is programmer, graphic, vj and
experimenter. He is hedonist of the
visual environment, lover of colours
and organic forms. Editor of the
Generator.x project (between
conference, exhibitions and live
concert) maybe the most known and
qualified platform for the diffusion of
the generation art and the sharing of
the knowledge tied to the open
source processing code and of Code &
Form one of the most important
resources for whom is interested in
the computational aesthetics.

Tied to the techno underground
culture from which he comes from,
also the human side of this unique
artist reflects this background; who is
able to dialogue with intelligence
both with institutions and clubs, art
and market, codes of programming
and the aesthetics deriving from
them. Born as a graphic designer,
today he is a code artist and aesthete,
a live artist and lecturer, blogger (his
visiting card demonstrates this) and
expert of new media communication.
He is a professional and artistic hybrid
tipical of our age and indicative of
what will happen in a future we hope
will be very soon.

He is Marius Watz, he comes from
Norwey but is adopted by Berlin , one
of the most representative and
authoritative person on an
international level of the alliance
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has rules. When I was little I
remember drawing like that, making
rules for how I was allowed to join one
line to another. No wonder I ended up
a programmer.
Elena Ravera: Among your many
exhibition, performance, workshop
and lectures, few events took place
outside Europe : the resonance of the
European artists of generative art
remains intra muras, as it happens for
some festivals of new media?

.

Digicult waiting his participation at
the second edition of Mixed Media,
interviews therefore one of the most
important alive generative artists:
Marius Watz.

Marius Watz: Even though it is popular
with the public, media art is expensive
to produce and exhibit, but difficult to
sell. As a result it hasn’t caught on as
much in countries without public
funding. The European scene is
supported largely by an infrastructure
for publicly funded art, which is
largely missing in America. Asia has an
increasing number of festivals and
exhibitons, but even in a global scene
there are national limits. If you look at
the rise of generative art in the last 10
years, it has functioned as a subset of
the larger media art scene. In Europe
it has been linked to electronic music,

Elena Ravera: If you had to explain a
children what it is, how do you explain
it? For example Fabio Franchino used
a beautiful image. He answered: “I
would make him observe a group of
children playing. They are a system of
agents, everyone with specific rules in
a system of common rules. Imaging
that every child has dirty shoes in a
room with a teacher who tries to
control them, the floor would become
a generative work. If we had 100
available rooms, some of them could
be also interesting”. Now it’s your
turn: how do you explain it?

VJ culture and experimental design. In
America the scene is slightly more
academic, with a strong influence
from John Maeda’s work at MIT. The
American artists also have a stronger
history to draw on, since computer
culture saturated American society
much earlier than it did in Europe.
Interestingly, the European artists

Marius Watz: That’s an excellent
question. How to answer? I guess I
would explain that it’s like making a
drawing but only being allowed to use
straight lines, because this drawing
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have been much slower to find their
own history in the works of artists like
Bridget Riley, Victor Vasarely or other
Europeean pioneers.

must make your work put food on the
table. Living on fees from festivals is
hard. It’s even harder to find funding
to produce new work, which is one of
the reasons media art installations
today tend to be less monumental
than in the mid-90′s. A lot of the
artists working in the scene are now
looking to find a way to commodify
their work. But to do that they have to
cross over into the mainstream art
world, away from the media art
ghetto. I believe it is necessary to
“speak both languages” – to make
one’s work relevant in the media art
scene as well as in the general art
discourse.

I see the European media art festival
scene paradoxically as both a benefit
and a problem – a ghetto that
protects but also limits its
participants. It embraces a DIY culture
and enables emerging artists to show
their work, but it is not taken very
seriously by the mainstream art world.
As a result electronic artists can have
a hard time living from their work. I
think it is good to question the
traditional models of commercial art,
but to be a professional artist you
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control them completely. They are
created and choreographed by the
artist, but once set in motion
unforeseen properties emerge.

.

Elena Ravera: I think one of the main
differences between the traditional
forms of art and the generative one is
that in the last one the artist has in
comparison with his audience, the
same possibility to astonish himself in
front of his work. Maybe today
working on the code to make art  and
everything it involves  is the only way
for an artist to be sincerely and total
surprised by his works. It doesn’t
occur with traditional forms of usual
art. What do you think about?

.

Elena Ravera: It is said that
generative art belongs to street
culture and pop culture. I think it is
the opposite. If we must give a
definition of it, I think it would be
included in the cultured art, to
understand it, it is necessary a specific
background without it we can risk to
see the product of generative systems
as mere decorative speculations. I
mean, the generative art isn’t
conceptually accessible as a
seriousness of a soup in can. What do
you think about it?

Marius Watz: I disagree. Art forms like
painting and drawing have always
stressed intuition combined with skill,
so that the work is created as a flow.
In that sense, surprise is certainly an
element. The creative process is
usually about an irrational moment of
transsubstantiation, an amazing
moment indeed.

Marius Watz: Understood as a
method, generative art lends itself
equally to pop culture and high art. It
all depends on the artist’s intention.
Some artists do invoke the conceptual
aspects of generative art, such as the
removal of the author and the use of

I think what is different is the way that
generative systems are chaotic,
meaning that the artist does not
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logic systems. There is plenty of high
art historical precedence for this kind
of work: LeWitt, Fluxus, Riley etc. But
more commonly, generative systems
have recently become popular
because they simply make sense in
digital media, where code is an
integral part.

shown in galleries and even sold to
collectors. As a result, some artists are
moving away from the pop culture
and describing their work in high art
terms. For many of them, the media
art scene with its political and
academic bias never felt like home
anyway. I think generative art should
be understandable without any prior
knowledge of the process involved. If
not, then the artist is either making art
for artists, or needs to work on her
presentation skills. As for the
complaint that generative art is simply
decorative, fit only for screensavers or
wallpaper patterns, it is hardly worth
answering. Such a position would
invalidate most of art history.

Historically, artists working with
generative art in the 1960′s and 1970′s
were typically professional artists,
working within the art world. The
movement from the mid-1990′s was
dominated by autodidacts, coming
from fields outside of art (design and
music in particular) or taking up code
by accident. Supported by a strong
electronic music scene and an
emerging VJ culture, many artists
found a home outside the mainstream
art world and hence felt closer to the
pop culture. The 1990′s also saw a rise
of the designer as author, with free
experimentation becoming popular.
With the emergence of tools like Flash
and Director and new media like the
web, such experimentation was the
only way to find the boundaries of
what was possible. As a result,
publishing web sites with formal
sketches was the starting point for
many of the artists who are now
popular in the scene, many of whom
supported themselves by designing
web sites.

.

Elena Ravera: Do you imagine a
scenary where generative art can
assume a social value beyond the
aesthetic such as it happens with
software art?
Marius Watz: Apples and oranges.
Software art is concerned with social

Lately generative art has become
more accepted by the art world, being
16

and political mechanisms of software,
generative art is concerned with
possible formal relationshops that
arise from procedural systems. Most
generative art is abstract, not
referring to anything outside itself.
That’s not to say that it would be
impossible to create generative works
with socially relevant content. See
Jason Salavon’s “Every Playboy
Centerfold” or “76 Blowjobs” as
examples.

and contains no explicit semantic
references, this is a higly personal
exchange. But I would argue that it is
still of social relevance.
Elena Ravera: Where will the use of
the code arrive?
Marius Watz: Code, being the building
blocks, does not have limits in itself.
The hardware and the imagination of
the creator impose the real
limitations. I am expecting to see
more different coding systems in the
near future, with different focus for
different tasks. One interesting
development is visual programming
environments like VVVV, which has
potential particularly for visual
thinkers and live performance.

In my own work, I do not pretend to
imbue it with any explicit meaning.
Instead, I am interested in the
spontaneous perceptual experience
that occurs when the viewers meets
the work. Since the work is abstract
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but his color sense and composition
are excellent. I’m interested to see
where he takes it.
Elena Ravera: The next projects?
Marius Watz: For me, 2007 is the year
of products. For the last 4 years I have
been creating a series of works that
have been shown as projections.
While I like the aspect of creating an
immersive visual space or an ambient
environment, I am becoming more
interested in tangible products again.
On the one hand it means that I am
planning to produce art prints from
my works, as well as software
installations for a more intimate
setting. I also recently created my
first-ever physical object using Rapid
Prototyping, an old dream come true.
It brings back an interest in virtual
objects with an almost sculptural
approach. That is definitely something
I will follow up on in the near future.

.

Elena Ravera: How much it is
important for you the open source as
the source of the resolution of
technical problems?
Marius Watz: In recent projects, I
would say that 20-40% of the
development process has been
finding Open Source solutions to
certain problems. Why invent the
wheel, when you can use tools
generously provided by others? In
return, I try to publish pieces of code
that I know will be of use to the
community. My Code & Form blog is
all about that.
Elena Ravera: Say us the name of a
newcomer who you think is doing a
good job, someone who is
stimulating.
Marius Watz: I’ve been enjoying the
work
of
Daniel
Dessin
(www.sanchtv.com). He’s coaxing
some amazing results out of VVVV,
using shader coding to great effect.
Sometimes the results are a little slick,

.

Elena Ravera: There are two types of
artists. The ones who know to be an
18

artist and the ones who don’t admit it
even under torture. Those who belong
to electronic art usually belong to the
second group  so I ask you: are you an
artist?

prepared for whatever comes. I have
been accused of stealing money from
honest tax payers and had otherwise
unwanted attention, but mostly it’s
been just fine.

Marius Watz: I resolved that some
years ago, when I realized I would be
at loss for answer at parties when
people asked what I did. But then I
realized that I was in fact working as
an artist full time, and that it was not
just some part-time hobby. So these
days I answer that I am an artist,

Besides, living in Berlin makes it
painless. Here everybody you talk to is
an artist.

www.unlekker.net/
www.generatorx.no/
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Takagi’s Treasure
Isabella Depanis

elaborated. Looking at some works of
Takagi Masakatsu such as Bloomy
Girls, The Color of Empty Sky, Aura, El
Viento, 18 Portraits of Atlas,
Lightening , the sensation is harmony,
joy. It seems like the world hides huge
surprises, if you look at it with child
eyes.
Takagi Masakatsu started vijing in
Japanese clubs. Now he exposes in
museum around the world and his
works keep being fresh as It was at
the start. He didn’t abandoned the live
part, accompanying David Sylvian in
his 2004 tour . With his artistic video
production for electronic musician,
Takagi Masakatsu publishes CD and
DVD with his works, produced by
disco etiquettes, mixing the artistic
side with the commercial one. He lives
and works in Kyoto, city by the magic
atmosphere. I contacted him via email for an interview about his work.

In the video art panorama, an original
figure is the Japanese artist Takagi
Masakatsu . His works have a peculiar
approach and they’re suddenly
recognizable. His work is a perfect
fusion between images, colours and
sounds.
His images are simple, from the
everyday life, scenes from the world
during travels. And maybe this
simplicity is the strength. Often the
subjects is children laughing and
interacting with the video camera.
The images are then processed in a
way that they result an explosion of
colours and lights, very often strong
colours, yellow, pink and “acid” green
that send back to a childhood
imaginary. Even the musical part is
personally composed by the artist,
sweet melodies frequently played
with the piano and then digitally
20

Making video came to 19 years old. At
that time, I completely forgot about
music, I just concentrated on making
video only. After I learned how I could
make video works, I tried to make
music again. That time, it worked out.
Because inside of the computer, data
of video and sound were really similar,
so I could manage to build up the
composition as I liked. For me, making
music and video is really similar, both
treat the time.

.

Isabella Depanis: Do you have a
different approach to your work,
when it’s live or destined to a
museum?
Takagi Masakatsu: Yes, the approach
to live performances and video
installations in museums are really
different for me. For live performance,
I care about Music much more than
Video, because I don’t manipulate
video during the performance, I
playing music, like playing the piano
for video works. It’s like a old silent
movie style. Or simply I play music
alone without video images. For video
installation in museums, I screen my
video works. Of course including
music, but I care about details of
video images more than sound. I like
both approaches, I need both. So
sometimes, I really desire more time
for working each approach more
slowly and more deeply…

.

Isabella Depanis: How does your
creational process work? Do you start
from the video or the music?

Isabella Depanis: As you’re known as
visual artist, when I discovered that
you have a great music production
composed by yourself, and that you
publish on CD, I find it a particular
choice. Why is that?

Takagi Masakatsu: Always video is
first. I finish all the scenes and edit
them completely without sound. I
want to concentrate on what video
itself could tell. It’s really similar
process of working on painting. After
finishing the video, I make the music
for it. It’s like adding more colors and
movements by using sounds.

Takagi Masakatsu: Actually I learned
playing the piano first, when I was 12
years old. And making music from
that time. But I didn’t know how I
could make my own music at all…

Isabella Depanis: When I saw your
21

work, the sensations I had where
harmony, child joy and spontaneity. It
is a marvellous combination of
unusual colours and everyday images.
Where do you find the inspiration to
create this involving situation?

ideas or what I want to create. Now
I’m living in the country side of Kyoto
city from my childhood, so I have
many favorite places inside mountain
around my house. So if I go to
mountain by walking 5 minutes from
my house, sometimes I can find some
inspiration there. And also traveling
abroad gives me lots of inspiration. I
can find same situation and
environment of my childhood in
another countries. It’s like a treasure
searching. Treasure is the key to open
my mind and let me make something.

Takagi Masakatsu: Maybe the
inspiration would come from memory
of my childhood. I try to remember
how I saw, heard or felt when I was a
kid. I remember I felt the world more
different way, more deeply more
largely. I remember, when I was a kid,
I knew what kind of things I really
wanted to see, hear, feel. So tracing
my memory, I can find some new

www.takagimasakatsu.com
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Kaffe Matthews, Lovely Music For Bodies
Luca Bergero

of the bio-resonance, a direct
connection between “the sound map
of the body” the space and the music
is created in order to develop not only
new forms of experimentation, but
also to make the sound more easily
accessible for a wider audience.
One of the most interesting and
qualifying aspects of the project is the
open form of collaboration. The
feedback of the professionals coming
from different activities and
relationship with global/local
communities makes music for bodies
a versatile project and in progress. The
results of the multidisciplinary
activities are published and invite
users and visitors to comment and
discus.

The dynamic aim of Music for bodies
is to find a new way of producing and
perceiving music. Planned by the
artist Kaffe Matthews, a collaborative
study tries to explore new projects
which are able to develop towards
music and architecture, up to
furniture and clothing.
Music for bodies makes specific
questions: have you never listened to
music towards the back? It moves
towards the legs, around the arms till
the end of the fingers these questions
open a total sensorial winding world.
Music doesn’t involve only the
auditory side, it uses not only the
acoustic space, but it transforms the
body from a mean of involving to a
mean of auto-spread and perception.
Music for the body.

.

With the analysis of practical studies

Some examples of this activity are the
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Sonic armchair and Sonic bed. “I was
interested for long time in the
physical experience of music” with
these words Kaffe Matthews
introduces Sonic armchair, where
there are speaker in the stuffings
which wrap up the visitor. To sit on
the sound and to be wrapped up by it
manages to transform an annoying
hearing into an extremely interesting
and important experience.

people can meet each other in the
same time. Different versions of Sonic
beds take place in different parts of
the world ( London , Shangai , Taiwan )
involving the heterogeneous
modalities of relationships among
people.
Beyond the sound furniture, music for
bodies have at its disposal an open lab
to the audience in which they can
experiment with their own personal
relationship between body and bio
resonance. 1 hour sessions for few
people allow to register their sensorial
responses at the sound in different
situations and conditions. It is a
personal sound, music in which we
can find ourselves.

Sonic beds, as the name suggests,
transposes to the bed the idea of the
sound armchair: they are a relaxing
space which encloses the audience. If
traditionally bed is linked to the idea
of intimacy, for Matthews is instead a
potential space where different
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anticipated. Of course, music for
bodies is always on the look out for
interested and active potential
collaborators, so, do get in touch if
you are out there..
Luca Bergero: can you describe the
bio resonance?
Kaffe Matthews: Bio resonance is a
healing practice that, simply put,
assess the frequencies at which your
cells and therefore organs are
vibrating. You could think of it as a
Western or technological version of
acupuncture. Again, simply put, with
Bio Resonance healing, if you are well,
your
body
will
be
vibrating/resonating/singing
in
harmony, and if you are sick, the
vibrations will be disharmonic. A bio
resonance practitioner attempts to
assess the organs and frequencies
that are out of balance in your body,
and put back the frequencies you
need to make your body sing ‘in tune’.
However, it is a pretty subjective
practice from point of view of the
practitioner in that their own
interpretation of the situation, how

.

Luca Bergero: the relationship
between sound and furniture can
involve many other objects. Do you
think to explore new sound
opportunities in this section?
Kaffe Matthews: Yes absolutely, with
the intention of making new music as
well as new objects to experience it
from. This is the whole intention of
the collaborative project music for
bodies that I launched last year. In
fact right now I had imagined that we
would have made some sonic foot
stools, sofa and launderette sonic
waiting bench by now for example,
with a sonic fashion show in
production for the spring, but the
Sonic Bed building around the world
is pretty time consuming. I am also
coming to understand how much
such a new way of making and
experiencing music, ie. in and for a
Sonic Bed for example, changes and
opens up ways of composing, so this
new object making process will be
more drawn out than I had

you feel, what they need to look for in
the first instance, feed directly into
the process. Its by no means a
straightforward or hard and fast
technique of reading and sending
frequencies from and into the body
via some special connector, and open
to much doubt. However, the field of
vibrational medicine is a new
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fascinating and fast growing one, and
I’m clear that it “works”.

experiencing it physically? well i think
that is part of the minefield of
questions around human perception,
and i don’t really have room to discuss
that here… But you only have to see
the queues of old women and kids
waiting for a ride in Sonic Bed or a
Sonic Armchair to “listen” to what
they might otherwise call noise and
certainly not music, to realise that
experiencing music as physical
sensation that moves and spins
around you as you sit or lie, that has a
direct and intimate contact with your
body , really is a way in to the
enjoyment of music. This kind of
music making itself then makes other
requirements on the composer, so
there will be and there is, as I am now
discovering, quite an evolution in
compositional strategies.

.

Luca Bergero: how can the bio
resonance be used in the musical
production?
Kaffe Matthews: Firstly, these cellular
human body vibrations occur at
frequencies within the audible range
for humans, although at tiny and
therefore imperceptible volumes.
With the aid of amplifiers and
accurate ways of reading these
frequencies as they are emitted, it
seems that we have some fascinating
sound sources. Secondly, working
with a B-R practitioner could produce
sonic maps of the body that could be
used as scores for music for bodies
making. This is the aspect we are near
to working with.

.

Luca Bergero: Sonic bed is greater
than Sonic armchair, it could be a
meeting point for people. What do
you think of music and social spaces?

Luca Bergero: how can music evolve
in the physical experience?
Kaffe Matthews: If you mean, how
can a music change through
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Kaffe Matthews: Going to a gig or
concert can be and still is not only a
fun but a vital and sometimes the only
way of enjoying music especially if it is
live. Interacting with everyone else’s
experience of the event, be it joyous
or painful all add. Making a Sonic Bed
creates a potentially social space
which not only addressed these issues
but also offered a very intimate
experience and possibly with a
stranger. Would people get into Bed
with someone they had never met
before, and in a public space? In
Europe and now Canada, I have found
there is no question to this, folk hop in
no question, but in China and Taiwan,
the responses were quite different,
though also related to removing shoes
in public.
Its a little like jamming in on the
underground though, its rare that
Sonic Bed visitors will talk to each
other!

production?
Kaffe Matthews: Technology is an
unquestionalby vital tool in the
making of my work and has been for
at least 15 years.
Luca Bergero: on your web site it is
possible to find a “discussion room”. Is
it important the feedback of the
visitor for the development of you
work?
Kaffe Matthews: Yes. Important to be
out of artist and producer ghetto land
of studio and performance. Yes,
audience/visitor input is a process
that slows down theb making initially ,
takes up time to talk!, but also feeds.
eg. The 6 month installation at Rich
Mix, London,where passers by could
just drop in and join in or hear or
witness what we were making at the
time certainly exemplified this.

Luca Bergero: how much important is
the technology in your artistical

http://www.musicforbodies.net/
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Visual Music On Big Screen
Silvia Bianchi

work-shops devoted to field
experimentations. “Recently, the
scene has developped quickly all
around the world, new artists very
different among them have worked in
the field of musical and visual
exploration. This phenomenon goes
with the diffusion of festivals devoted
to visual culture that show the huge
interest this new form of art is
engendering. ” Explains Graham
Daniels by Addictive TV.

After the big success of the first
edition of 2005 in London, Optronica
comes back from the 14th to the 19th
of March thanks to the collaboration
among the British Film Institute ,
Addictive Tv audio-visual artists and
producers and the association
Cinefeel , to present what announce
to be one of the most innovative and
dynamic events of 2007.

This year some of the most renown
film-makers, musical experimenters
and audio-visual artists will
partecipate, whose aim is to offer a
wide view on the different modalities
of fusion between audio and video
and showing how the long tradition of
visual music has today expanded up
to include a wide number of styles
and practices.

The location will be the BFI IMAX
cinema, the biggest projection room
of London , and the restored National
Film Theatre Complex, which will reopen under the name of BFI
Southbank .
Optronica is conceived by Additive TV
as an event devoted to the
exploration of the fusion between
audio and video and will house
performances, screenings, talks and
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devoted to video installations and
interactivity. The Lounge zone,
located near the NFT3, will house
GRIDIO , a big human sequencer
presented by Brightonart & Coldcut ,
the interactive installation Light Box
and the work by Reactable .

.

Confirmed at IMAX Cinema the world
premiere of new performances by
Trevor Jackson , Fred Deakin by
Lemon Jelly and the special
collaboration between the Austrian
pioneer Christian Fennesz and the
famous Newyorker video artist
Charles Atlas . Optronica will welcome
the artist Ryoichi Kurokawa, who will
perform at the BFI Southbank
together with the spanish Reactable,
the English artist Semiconductor and
Vitascope, who will present their last
works on the occasion of the festival.
Cinema Screening will house
Optronica Screenings at the BFI, video
review born from a selection between
the videos chosen within the hundred
of submissions from all over the world
and explaining the different
modalities the concept of visual music
has expanded recently.

.

Within the part devoted to video
installations will participate the labels
of audio visual products LightRhythm
, NoTV and Addictive Tv and the
Italian curators Digicult and
VjCentral.it which will participate with
the project Italian Do It Better .

Big in Japan is a review Optronica
devotes to the flourishing audio-visual
contemporaneous Japonese culture,
with the participation of artists as
Hideaki Motoki, Kloma, +Cruz and
Enlightenment.

Italian Do It Better , is the result of the
first collaboration between the
festival Optronica and our two portals.
Six videos will picture some among
the more interesting Italian artists
acitive in the field of audio visual
experimentation. Those videos, by
Elec, Kinotek, Mylicon/En, Tez,
Quayola and Otolab , who will be
presented in exclusive at the festival,
one of the rarest occasions of

Video on demand is the section
Cinefeel devoted to videoclips and its
growing importance as creative
format and in particular to new
musical promos and cut ups works.
Optronica Lounge is the section
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presenting Italian artists abroad in an
electronic event of such importance.
A selection finalized to represent a
panorama on synesthetic chances of
audio video synchronization and on
the eclectic use of codes and
software, rigorously made in Italy .

www.optronica.org
www.cinefeel.org
www.addictive.com
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Joost And Online Television
Eleonora Oreggia

satellites and cable TV, then through
the web.
In Italy , we have dreamed of a new
television. We have imagined it
reticular, local, distributed and autoproduced. While we started to notice
that something was changing, the
panorama had already changed.
Marshall McLuhan in 1964 said: “TV is
not an action mean, but, rather, a
reaction’s”. He defines it as an
extension of the sense of touch, a
massive exchange in each sense [by
"Understanding Media"]. Television
has been considered an interactive
mean (of massive communication).
This thanks to the legendary remote
control, which allows you to switch
on, off and change channel. A sort of
communication /reception, as the
exchange is unilateral. Interaction is in
fact fake, simulated, as the
instrument; unidirectional, doesn’t
allow a real intervention.

Once upon a time, there was a
household appliance called television,
a magic box allowing normal people
to watch and perceive images and
distance sounds, once allowed only to
some magicians, medium, telepaths
and visionaries. (Magic faculties of
democratization operated by
technology, unfortunately, don’t
always strengthen cleverness).
Conceived as radio’s conceptual
evolution and developed meanwhile
in different countries with military
purposes too, television was made
available to the public just after the
Second World War, and has become
soon an influent political and
commercial mean. Recently, we have
assisted to a progressive renewal and
to a territory redefinition of the
diffusion and distribution of the audio
visual product, before through
31

Metadata is the piece of information
describing a series of data, facilitating
their localization, research and
contextualization. Metadata contains
descriptions, issues (tagging and key
worlds), and in Joost case, even
comments, critics and appreciation by
other users.

.

Independent televisions and hackers’
experimentation have created a local
and communitarian model, presenting
an interaction form connected to the
user’s or group’s participation, which
re-draws the producer and shares its
experience with other local realities,
believing in a practise we could define
audio- visual dialectic speech and
which has created a database of
auto-produced materials for the ether
and the web.

The Venice Project is instead the new
web TV’s codename, which, on the
16th of January 2007 revealed its
commercial identity: Joost , aspirant
synonym of television. The project,
conceived by Niklas Zennstrom and
Janus Friis , tenacious entrepreneurs
and inventors of Kazaa and Skype , is
an on demand web TV system with a
database of thematic channels, some
of which commercial, as MTV, others
created by users with specific
program combinations and
comments. Each channel can draw on
the set of proposals Joost and
commercial TV will made available on
the web. A fundamental difference
between this and other systems with
video contents (as YouTube) is that
the user can’t add video contents, but
just metadata. They have in common
the aim of using the fractal
proliferation of the community form.

.

Joost is a system partially Open
Source, based on Mozilla and Geeko‘s
framework: it uses a Peer to Peer
library (non open) and the graphics
SVG – Scalable Vector Graphics ,
which works within XML (EXstensible
Markup Language, marking language
which, instead of showing
information, as HTML does, was
conceived to describe it). Joost bases
on different servers all around the
world. The emphasis is focused on the
management of metadata and not on
calculators’ power.
Currently, it is possible to use the
program as beta laser. It runs on
Windows and Mac Intel (Linux is in
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process, Mac PCC won’t be
supported). The content is running
out. The interface is young and
athletic, the logo ambiguous and
disturbing. Putting the mouse on the
screen, it is possible to make appear
two icons, one on the left, and the
other on the right, respectively “My
channels”, and “My Joost”, with users’
preferences. Activating these, other
windows slightly transparent appear:
a system of stratifications and levels
in which the user can select, vote
programs, chat with other users, look
at the hour and receive info.
Moreover, soon it will be possible to
implement the plugging; the
company is in fact smoothing the way
to create a community of users
/developers able to spread freely the
program.

Conceived by Tim Berners-Lee,
inventor of www, it designates an
environment in which it is possible to
publish not only documents, but
information and data concerning the
documents itself (metadata) in a
format suitable for interrogation,
interpretation, and, in general,
automatic elaboration. The semantic
web is the idea of a web within which
creating, researching, consulting,
performing reasoning, based on
individual and personal choices of an
individual or a community.
Information auto-describes itself and
contextualises in a complete
subjective way, following networks of
community trust connected to
interests or common goals.
Joost’s innovative choice imagines the
creation and the development of a
new
system
for
managing
information, never tested before, the
overcoming of relational database
towards non relational database,
investing on metadata more then on
data. The added information and
spectators’ opinions become part of
the content of the video itself. Joost is
a system addressed to create interest
groups in which it’s not objects that
change, but the prospective on these.

.

Joost is under a certain point of view,
the first international project based on
the semantic web. The semantic web
is a quite nomothetic concept, whose
applications are running out.

The division, thematic and in groups,
implies the vision within each channel,
of a show, a prospective on the world
unambiguous and with little
discrepancies, modern tolerance
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which means separation from
differences.

http://www.joost.com/
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Slum Tv, Street Tv In Nairobi
Lucrezia Cippitelli

self financing economy.
Alexander Nikolic, a Serbian artist
living in Vienna and accustoms at the
creation of collective projects in the
physical and media public spaces,
Lukas Pusch, Viennese artist with a
strong political and critical attitude,
and Sam Hopkins, an expert-artist
living in Nairobi with different projects
of participations  in different forms
and media  in the problematic local
and suburban communities, tell the
birth and the possible developments
of Slum tv. The exhibition at the
Alliance Francaise, the approach to
the community of Matharewith the
help of Sam Hopkins, a performance
entitled Vienna Voodoo of Lukas
Pusch and his documentation, Making
of Vienna Voodoo of Alexander Nikolic
with the idea of making a guide-video
from the slum-tv project, date back to
the spring 2006. thanks to the
contacts with a sport local
association, Mathare Youth Sports
Association (MYSA) and with a cultural
subsection shootback where 5
photographers work (among them
Julius Mwelu and Fred Otienu, who
join the group for the making of
Vienna voodoo) the project is now
ready to start.

Everything started with a collective
show of Austrian artist at the Alliance
Francaise in Nairobi in March 2006,
Economy class. Here different
prospectives and attitudes of a group
of artists coming from Vienna
(Barbara Husar, Michael Lampert,
Alexander Nikolic and Lukas Pusch), of
an artist living in Nairobi , Sam
Hopkins, meet with the life of a
700,000 inhabitants slum in Nairobi ,
Mathare.
The result is Slum-tv, a television
street project which describes the
lives and identities of this city in the
city from a point of view which is far
from the common sense of the
western means of information and
with the idea of using poor and basic
technologies to spread training, self
narration and the development of a
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visitato le baracche illegali vicino al
fiume Nairobi, in cui spesso l’unica
sorgente idrica sono i canali di
scorrimento della mondezza, che
portano alle malattie ed alla cecità.
Ma io sono arrivato in Africa come
artista e non come operatore sociale.
Volevo mostrare due mondi in una
sola immagine: qualcosa di simile a
quello che Polke o Kippenberger
hanno chiamato Kapitalistischer
Realismus” (Realismo Capitalista).La
mia prima idea era solo di fare una
serie di foto che sarebbero state parte
del mio progetto Vienna Voodoo . In
seguito con Alex abbiamo sviluppato
l’idea di combinarle con un video. La
prospettiva cambiava: Realismo
Capitalismo. Due realtà si uniscono
laddove normalmente sarebbero
separate in aree chiuse ben definite
da confini. Gli abitanti di Mathare
erano
felici
vedendomi
elegantemente vestito, non erano
scioccati,
ma
al
contrario
rappresentavo per loro la normalità,
perché nella loro realtà ogni bianco è
ricco. Il vestito elegante era più un
espressione di rispetto che una
provocazione. La nostra visione
dell’Africa
è
al
contrario
compassionevole: bambini che
muoiono di fame, guerra, AIDS. Non
appariamo se non come Buoni
Samaritani, Aiuti umanitari o Medici
senza Frontiere. Operatori sociali.

.

Lucrezia Cippitelli: from the
documents of the Vienna Voodoo
performance and the production of
the guide video in Slum tv: tell me
more about the process of the
creation of this street tv.
Lukas Pusch: Si trattava della mia
prima volta in Africa, così ho pensato
che la cosa migliore sarebbe stata
giocare proprio su questo. Pensai: Sii
solo ciò che sei”. Un bianco
mitteleuropeo con una famiglia
borghese alle spalle, cosa che non
aiuta. Così ho comprato uno smoking
bianco e sono andato a Mathare
indossandola. Il più grande slum di
Nairobi, con 700 mila abitanti che
vivono senza fognature, elettricità ed
acqua. Durante la performance, i
bambini di una scuola sono saltati in
piedi gridando Benvenuto!” e Grazie
per visitare la nostra classe!”, quando
mi vedevano indossare lo smoking. Gli
ho regalato delle caramelle mentre il
direttore mi faceva visitare le classi
sotterranee e senza finestre. Abbiamo

Mentre filmavamo, Fred e Julius ci
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dicevano che avevano partecipato alla
produzione di un documentario
tedesco un anno prima: dopo la prima
proiezione erano tristi e commossi
perché un terzo delle persone filmate
erano nel frattempo morte. Così
abbiamo avuto l’idea di Slum-TV : ciò
che era iniziato come Making of
Vienna Voodoo , sviluppato con
interviste agli abitanti di Mathare su
prospettive e problemi del quartiere, è
stato il test generale per Slum-TV.

volta di riprendere anche Alex in uno
scatto: riguardando queste immagini
sono rimasto sorpreso dal fatto che
stavamo tutti performando.Penso che
quest’elemento ha dato alla
performance una dinamica cruciale:
sottolineando lo spettacolo dell’uomo
bianco ricco a Mathare più che
documentarne la presenza e
nient’altro, abbiamo presentato agli
spettatori locali un’immagine diversa.
Anche se non è inusuale per i locali
vedere stranieri che girano per il
quartiere con attitudine da giornalista,
credo che noi abbiamo dato
un’immagine differente.
Sono più interessato dalla questione
della fruizione primaria e secondaria
del progetto. Credo che prima di tutto
Slum-TV deve avere senso in
relazione al MYSA, ai membri di
Shootback ed all’audience che
guarderà. I nostri fini sono vari: dare la
possibilità alla gente di Mathare di
documentare le loro vite, piuttosto
che lasciare che siano imposte da un
esterno con la sua struttura mentale
prestabilita;
preservare
una
documentazione della vita a Mathare;
costruire un archivio digitale con
alcune delle storie della valle;
organizzare delle proiezioni sicure
negli spazi pubblici, cosa che sarebbe
più
un’eccezione
che
una
consuetudine per quartiere. Io sento
inoltre un’esigenza forte di non
perdere l’audience locale e rispondere
alle loro richieste. In caso contrario, se

.

Sam Hopkins: La performance di per
sé mi ha lasciato molto scettico ma
sono rimasto sorpreso per le reazioni
così differenti che ha suscitato. Dalle
risate delle persone, che sembravano
capire l’assurdità della reazione, forse
comprendendo che si trattava di una
performance, a quelli che  come il
direttore della scuola semisotterranea
che abbiamo visitato  sembravano
colpiti dal simbolo della salute e della
grandeur e dal fascino spettacolare
dell’europeo. Poiché eravamo in due a
fare le foto, mi è capitato qualche
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diventasse la consuetudine per noi
controllare i contenuti perché sarebbe
più interessante per la piattaforma
web che ospiterà i video (audience
secondaria), sentirei che il progetto
rasenterebbe lo sfruttamento.

televisione di strada. La gente del
quartiere guarda la televisione in
forma pubblica: calcio inglese e
bolckbusters
hoollywoodiani.
Abbiamo dunque pensato che
sarebbe stato più semplice applicare
le strategie della televisione delle
origini, in cui qualsiasi broadcast o
proiezione nei cinema era sempre
accompagnato da un notiziario.
Quindi aggiungere il notiziario a un
archivio perché non si perda, finché
nel futuro, quando i cellulari avranno
delle telecamere migliori, i video
potranno essere uploadati da
dovunque.

Alexander Nikolic: Ci siamo resi conto
che lavorare con i media era qualcosa
di inevitabile per questo spazio. Tutto
ciò che avevo in mente  lavorare con
archivi, media, andare lì tutti insieme 
aveva perfettamente senso per
Mathare. Per questo abbiamo
inventato Slum-TV , più con l’idea di
un archivio e di uno spazio di
produzione di notiziari che una
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performance Vienna Voodoo project
poso con uno smoking bianco davanti
a una macchina fotografica… Non
critico i cattivi capitalisti, ma mostro
noi stessi come parte di un sistema.
Alexander Nikolic: Nel contesto locale
la performance di Lukas funzionava
perfettamente: una giacca bianca è
comune a Nairobi, perché riflette il
sole. Puoi vedere parecchi bianchi
ricchi indossarla a Nairobi, ma non a
Mathare. Il direttore della scuola che
ci ha accolto dimostra che lo smoking
funzionava anche localmente. Il
Capitalismo Realista” funziona
ovunque ed anche nello stesso
periodo in cui ha funzionato il
Realismo Socialista”, ed in origine
giocava con le immagini dell’American
way of live: pubblicità, video musicali,
Hollywood e tutto il resto delle
promesse utopiche, negli anni
Sessanta come nei 2000. I robot ci
sostituiranno nel lavoro, nessun
umano farà mai più lavori fisici, il
mondo sarà un paradiso. Io vorrei che
il Realismo Capitalista” mostrasse
questo paradiso.

.

Lucrezia Cippitelli: Until now, you
found the funds to bring the
instruments at the Mathare
community and to share with then for
a certain time instruments, skills and
methods of work and production.
What will be the plans for the future?
You have spoken about the intent of
moving within the “Capitalist Realism”
whose possible interpretation
interests me for its specific/local
meaning (read: the context of
Mathare) but also because it is a
concept which could be transposed
without problems into a different
reality and not necessary “notwestern” or “not European.
Lukas Pusch: “Kapitalistischer
Realismus” è un termine inventato da
Sigmar Polke e Gerhard Richter nei
primi anni Sessanta in opposizione al
Realismo Socialista”. Kippenberger lo
ha usato anche più tardi, ma la mia
idea è di mostrare il capitalismo così
come è, ma senza insegnare o fare
moralismi come Brecht. Nella
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Lukas Pusch: No. Slum-TV è un
progetto di media sociali. Non arte.
Non credo nel romanticismo di Josef
Beuys alla “soziale plastik” (arte
plastica sociale) in cui chiunque è un
artista.

.

Lucrezia Cippitelli: What is the
subversion and how can the artist
compare with it?
Lukas Pusch: Non esiste sovversione
in arte. L’Arte è borghese. L’arte non
può cambiare il mondo.

Sam Hopkins: Sono d’accordo con te
sul fatto che spesso “new media”
riguarda più la tecnologia che il loro
uso. La tecnologia precede il suo uso,
in un certo senso. Credo che nel
nostro caso la differenza stia nel fatto
che ci focalizziamo su finalità e
concettualità a cui poi applichiamo le
tecnologie adeguate.

Alexander Nikolic: Sono in parte
d’accordo con Lukas, eccetto che
credo esista la sovversione in arte.
L’arte può avere un impatto nella
percezione che ogni individuo a del
mondo. L’arte esiste anche laddove
normalmente non potrebbe esistere.
Non è la funzione dell’arte cambiare il
mondo.
Lucrezia Cippitelli: another point of
view is the new media art context: it
means using new technologies and in
particular of digital instruments for
the production and distribution. I
believe that the real power of the
project consists in the use of basic
and economy technologies as the
medium of building, of self
representation and self narration, far
beyond every theoretical topics on
the new media how do you accept
the fact to be involved in this new
media milieu, often more focused on
instruments and theories? Do you like
being defined new media artists?

.

Lucrezia Cippitelli: Nikolic, do you say
that you are an interested artist more
in the process rather than in the
production of aesthetic objects,
always focused on political tasks
which involve participations in the real
spaces and collaborative praxis.
Before slum tv I remember under the
Bridge and Serious Pop projects. Tell
me more about the process which

Alexander Nikolic: Non c’è New Media
Art. La New Media Art non esiste.
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brings you in similar projects.

e performances. Lì vivono circa due
mila persone senza elettricità ed
acqua, come a Mathare. Penso che un
giorno, se avremo più soldi, potremo
costruire anche a Belgrado una
sezione di
.
Sam Hopkins: Anche io sono più
interessato nel processo che nel
prodotto, ma credo ancora nel
“produrre”, non nel senso di produrre
per consumare ma più nel senso di
“mettere in forma”. Ho capito che
cercando una forma per vari progetti
processuali in cui mi sono impegnato,
ho capito meglio lo stesso processo in
cui mi sono impegnato. I processi
possono essere molto difficilmente
visualizzati e capiti se sono senza
forma.

Alexander Nikolic: Sono più
interessato al processo essendo una
persona che si nutre di teorie. Credo
che l’opera d’arte deve rendere visibile
il processo, ma come artista sono
anche interessato nel prodotto.
Serious Pop è stato un progetto di
ricerca focalizzata sul tema
dell’appropriazione dell’Europa sud
orientale: una specie di analisi
dell’impatto dell’arte e della musica
nella cultura popolare, collegata con
un archivio digitale online già
costruito, che conteneva musica e
testi di diversi gruppi musicali
collegati a loro volta a diversi
movimenti. Gruppi come Laibach,
NSK negli anni Ottanta, o Darkwood
Dub da Belgrado negli anni Novanta,
che hanno suonato di fronte a cento
mila persone durante manifestazioni
contro Slobodan Milosevic ed il suo
regime in Serbia. L’intento era anche
analizzare il fatto che spesso l’arte
esista proprio nei contesi in cui
sembrerebbe più difficile.

http://www.slum-tv.info
http://www.slum-tv.org/
http://biro.modukit.com/UTB01/inde
x.html
http://seriouspop.com/SeriousPop

Under the brigde è consistito in una
serie di interventi a Belgrado nel
novembre 2004, che si sono concluse
l’ultimo giorno con un raduno illegale

http://www.seriouspop.com/Serious
Pop/aktivesarchiv-sr-yu/albums-sr

Slum-TV
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Actuating Consciousness Of Cybernetic Future
Silvia Scaravaggi

State Belarussian University . Dmitry
Gelfand was born in St. Petersburg ,
Russa, 1974 and received a BFA in
Film/Video from New York University ,
1996. Evelina and Dmitry create
interdisciplinary art works that
integrate physics, chemistry and
computer science with esoteric
philosophical practices.
Having dismissed all forms of fixative
and recording media, their
installations exist as evertransforming phenomena offered for
observation. Wakening Shrouds
(2000), Opening Coccyx (2001), Gas
Chamber (2001), Camera Lucida
(2003) and Transit of Venus (2004),
show rarely seen manifestations
which take place directly in front of
the observer without being distorted
and flattened onto a screen, they
often serve to vastly extend the
observer’s sensory envelope. The
immediacy of this experience allows
the viewer/listener to transcend the
illusory distinction between scientific
discovery and perceptual expansion.

The importance of science and art
relationship is internationally
discussed and it is at the basis of
important academicals and
experimental institutions
programmes, daily exploring borders
and links between art, mathematics,
physics, electronics, chemistry, widen
possibilities of knowledge and
creativity, reflecting the structure of
the nature itself, made by many layers
and differences.
Evelina Domnitch and Dmitry Gelfand
research is complex and suggestive;
pioneering regarding sound and light
waves universe, exploring
sonoluminescence phenomena;
original and spontaneously curious
towards perception and media
perpetualty. Evelina Domnitch was
born in Minsk , Belarus , 1972 and
received an MA in Philosophy from

Evelina e Dmitry are working on their
last work: 10000 Peacock Feathers in
Foaming Acid, in which laser light
scans the ever-shifting surfaces of
nucleating and dissipating soap
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bubble clusters. Unlike ordinary white
light, which is composed of a variety
of frequencies, the hyper-focused
singular wavelength of the laser beam
is capable of crawling through the
micro-inhomogeneities within a
bubble’s skin. When refracted at
specific angles, this penetrating light
generates a reticulate, large-scale
projection of normally invisible salty
acid formations, and exposes their
underlying electro-chemical forces.
Bubble behaviors viewed in such close
proximity evoke the dynamics of
living cells. The title of the work stems
from the Chinese expression, ‘the ten
thousand things’, signifying the
varifold of cosmic phenomena.
Though its thickness ranges from a
micron to merely a few nanometers,
all ‘the ten thousand things’ are
refracted through the sensitive skin of
a soap bubble.

laboratories in Japan , Germany ,
Russia , Belgium , Belarus , the U.S.
and they joined forces with multiple
sound artists. Their works have been
exhibited worldwide, including shows
at V2 Institute for Unstable Media (
Rotterdam , Netherlands ), Nijo Castle
( Kyoto , Japan ), Museum of Dreams (
St. Petersburg , Russia ), I-20 Gallery (
New York , USA ), Die Schachtel (
Milan , Italy ) and Tesla ( Berlin ,
Germany ).
Silvia Scaravaggi: Which is your
background?
Dmitry Gelfand: In the early nineties I
studied filmmaking. Already then, I
realized that I was far more interested
in light itself rather than the way in
which it is distorted, flattened and
fixed on film. However, it was only
when I encountered Evelina, who at
the time had completed 7 years of
studies in philosophy, that we began
to collaboratively create installations
concerned with the transformation of
light
Evelina Domnitch: I specialized in
Phenomenology and specifically in
the works of Edmund Husserl . In the
beginning of the 20 th century, he
published an article, which became an
unofficial manifesto of
phenomenology, called “Philosophy as
Strict Science”. Probably, I got
infected by Husserl ‘s idea that any
kind of human knowledge, be it art,

.

In order to engage such ephemeral
processes, the artists have
collaborated with various scientific
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literature or philosophy, can be
cultivated to the point of a universal
experience. Another problem that
fascinated me was Husserl ‘s analysis
of time-consciousness: the premise of
his analysis was radically subjective
but his methods were of an almost
mathematical austerity. Hence,
among the most fundamental and
elusive cosmic secrets, those of light
and time, became the arena for our
installation projects.

experience already presented in Italy
during Netmage 2005  n early all
require a certain period of retinal
adaptation to the darkness. Without
the darkness, the light would be
invisible, as would the delicate
horizon of converging energy systems
from which the light emanates. So
which are your favourite
environments? Which kind of places
satisfy you more to set your works?
Evelina & Dmitry: Because our works
transpire in the very outer reaches of
perceptual resolution, a highly
controlled setting is necessary for
each installation  one that can easily
subtract itself from the observer’s
space-time, and or serve to augment
specific stimuli. There were two sites
that we have deemed non plus ultra:
the anechoic chamber (reflectionless
sound lab) of Goettingen University in
Germany (the largest in Europe), and
Nijo Castle , an ancient samurai
fortress in Kyoto, Japan . In both
instances, audiences experienced an
all-engrossing adaptation to the
darkness. Firstly, the acoustics incited
a state of enhanced spatial
awareness, completely contrary to
ordinary listening environments. In
the anechoic chamber, after only a
few minutes of adaptation, most
visitors could already hear the
whispering signals of their own bodies
floating in a directionless vacuum; in
the castle, the particular wood, rice
paper and tatami surfaces

.

Silvia Scaravaggi: How did you
develop your projects togheter?
Where is the balance in your
collaboration?
Evelina & Dmitry: There is no division
of creativity between us: we equally
harness each curve of the process and
encourage others (namely scientists
and sound artists) to also take part.
We have far too many inquiries to be
able to unfold them alone.
Silvia Scaravaggi: Talking about your
works  for example Camera Lucida
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embellished the room tone with
limitless warmth and softness.

Silvia Scaravaggi: Light and sound:
how you deal with searching on these
important and tiny elements? How
much you care about interaction with
your works and audience
participation?

Total darkness alone serves to
sharpen the ears and emancipate the
eyes from any hints of physical
confinement, but for the brain to
undergo the efficacious sensation of
boundlessness or surfacelessness (be
it that of inner or outer space),
acoustic orientation must also be free
from perceivable boundaries. An old
Taoist expression comes to mind: “It is
the emptiness within a house that
makes it livable”. The absence of a
firm floor in both spaces further
accentuated the womb-like state. In
the anechoic chamber, the floor was a
net suspended several meters above a
thicket of sound and microwave
proofing. Even the quotidian
bombardment of gravity seemed to
dissipate. Under such circumstances,
audiences were ideally ripened for
processing unfamiliar frequencies of
light and sound.

Evelina & Dmitry: For us, the most
significant force underlying our works
is extracted from the observer’s own
psycho-sensorial input. Our task lies in
unleashing this overwhelming force,
which ideally, may permit the
observer to lucidly enter a dream
state. When the customarily invisible
becomes a new and exclusive form of
visibility while one’s physical
presence, and that of others, is totally
removed or submerged (as during
sleep), the mind is incited to invert the
diurnal outward directionality of the
senses. To some people this may be
akin to a near-death experience,
welcomed only by a select few.
Because of the extreme fragility of
such mental states, we, as
artists/performers, are obliged to
navigate very carefully through this
‘no man’s land’.
Silvia Scaravaggi: Which kind of
feedback do you have from the
audience?
Evelina & Dmitry: The reaction of the
audience is the most precious and
uncalculated outcome of our work.
Because we are often onsite during
the entire exhibition, we have the

.
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luxury of witnessing the reactions of
nearly every visitor. They could take
up an entire book. Very often, the
responses are so sincere and personal
that we would feel almost
uncomfortable to reveal them.
Sometimes they are hilarious or
paroxistic, but they are never off
beam.

hundred years ago, farmers and
factory workers comprised 60 percent
of the American work force, which has
now been reduced to 5 percent. We
hope in turn that the whole political
machine will be replaced by a
computerized referendum, and a lot
of other routine, automatable
professions will become obsolete.
Emancipated from survivalist
behaviors, humans will only be left
with purely conceptual and creative
pursuits. By that time, Art and Science
will fuse into an altogether new form
of actuating consciousness.
Silvia Scaravaggi: Isn’t also a way to
make science closer, and more human
and concrete in some sense?
Evelina & Dmitry: There are few things
that are as human as Science. Not
only because it is a manifestation of
human curiosity but also because of
its intention to enhance human
existence by curing disease,
educating, eliminating hard labor and
fostering creative endeavors. The bad
publicity evoked by the image of a
“mad scientist” (an oxymoron), so

.

Silvia Scaravaggi: Art-science
relationships is the basis of most of
your works. What you think about and
how you deal with it?
Evelina & Dmitry: Although for most
people, the marriage between art and
science is not so obvious, their
similarities are endless and their
differences are quite few. To devise a
scientific experiment that
concentrates one’s attention on a
narrow slice of reality requires
inspired subjectivity. In the not so
distant bio-cybernetic future, art and
science will be the primary if not the
only occupations of humankind. Just a

bluntly exploited by Hollywood, pales
in comparison to the gruesome
persecution that scientists had to
endure during the budding of our
civilization. For example, the burning
of Giordano Bruno or the guillotining
of Lavoisier , the father of chemistry,
after the judge’s verdict that “The
Republic has no need for geniuses.”
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To this day, the direct echoes of such
aggressive and degenerate mentality
are the clichés of science as “cold”,
“devoid of emotion”, “difficult to
understand”, “boring”, “removed from
our daily lives” – these ideas cannot be
further from reality. The scientific
quest, according to our experience, is
one of the most engaging,
imaginative, elucidating, and playful
processes. Consequently, we do not
intend to popularize science, we do
not think that there is any benefit
whatsoever in dumbing it down. The
universal principles that propel
science do not have “simplified”
versions in Nature: they are already in
their simplest and most elegant form.

Silvia Scaravaggi: There fertile areas
more than others for this kind of
research?
Evelina & Dmitry: On the one hand,
we get a lot of support from the
scientific community. Due to the
tremendous costs of developing
formerly non-existent scientific
equipment, our work simply could not
come into being without the
generosity of our scientific colleagues.
We also find more and more support
through art exhibitions, festivals and
grants, but quite often the technical
and thematic demands of our work do
not correspond to the parameters of
such institutions (even those that are
associated with so called “new
media”).

www.portablepalace.com
www.wps1.org/include/shows/Sonor
ama.html#camera_lucida
http://mitpress.mit.edu/journals/pdf
/leon_37_5_391_0.pdf
.
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Biodoll: Women And Manipulated Technoinfos
Francesca Valsecchi

on a direct interaction with people,
with the intent to create different
situations of approach and attention
that seemed looked like working. The
group explained the artistic nature of
Bloki, that means the fact that it was
an artefact composed by narration
(textual, visual and graphical) of artists
and behind this a digital world of
dialogues where to find the complete
histories. This histories have been
composed during virtual travel of a
series of people through famous blog
of actuality and journalism, making
use of the relation potential that the
blogosphere lets emerge.

Milan , Historical centre, Monday
afternoon. Outside the tube the
evening edition and the remainder of
the free press. In and out people in
their routine. This Monday outside the
metro you’ll be approached by three
(beautiful) girls wearing coloured
coats, accompanied by drum rhythm.
They’re distributing a particular free
press: a cut-up of four pages, paints
and photos in which is hidden an
artistic operation at the borders of
technologies. The free press is called
Bloki/Angel_f. and it’s the last
artefact of Franca Formenti.

To understand the nature of Bloki we
should look a little behind in the work
of Franca Formenti. It was the 2002
when Franca created Biodoll, a
conceptual performance that
describes a fascinating woman in a
future where women doesn’t need
womb and biotechnologies overcame
creation. Through this female figure
Franca Formenti started an
experimental path through net
technologies, making Biodoll living in
different digital spaces.

The action took place Monday 19 th
February and was distributed in two
thousands copies in two hours. A
mechanism of distribution was built
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through the involved blogs and
tracing a wire through the different
digital tapes, a fantastic path
emerges, surely an original manner to
interact with the informational world.
A way that debate the language, the
aesthetic and the dynamics of
relations again. The stories overlapped
are a plot of words and broke down
meanings. The recreation is reading
following your own orientation.

.

The first step is a space of online
dialogues between Biodoll and
different characters of culture and
society, that are composed by an
instrument: the wiki . Theoreticians
such as Derrick De Kerchove (
http://www.utoronto.ca/mcluhan/de
rrickdekerckhove.htm ), artists such as
Marcel.lí Antúnez Roca (Fura del Baus
http://www.marceliantunez.com ),
the politician Franco Grillini (
http://www.grillini.it ) and the
anthropology Massimo Canovacci (
http://www.avatarxl.com ) are
involved.

Franca Formenti uses software, video,
graphic, photographs, video makers,
performances, objects. Multimedia
language and cooperation describe
her artistic process. Texts from
biodollsmouse.org become video,
intwrview fragments, posts in blogs, a
(real) handbag that hides a sex toy.
The biodoll soul is therefore in those
fragments. And while the interaction
continues, bloki eats texts and
manipulates them till the point of
turning them into paper. The free
press wants to be an excursion into
real life, that documents Biodoll
interventions on the Net and
accompany them with a graphic

These dialogues are the first food of
bloki, hybrid creature born from De
Kerchove (kindly involved in the
writing of contributes on the net and
in the construction of the
interlocutors net) and miss Biodoll,
free in the net with she interacts,
publics, teases the debate in a sexy
and libertine manner. Running

narration. Bloki becomes paper in
people hands, and takes a narrative
line and a graphic line from the net,
plaited to each other and articulated
to make the reading a pure wander
about.
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interaction and haking. Angel_f lives
thanks to interactions of Biodoll with
her lovers, the users of blogs and web
sites. The more she interacts, the
more Angel_f grows up.
The digital little being – continues
Salvatore Iaconesi – lives with
interactions and hakings. It goes
autonomously around the web living
comments and traces of its passage.
The free press is a paper
materialization of Angel_f. The
modalities with whom the content
has been created is identical: people,
artists, intellectuals and politicians
that interacted with Biodoll became
part of a narrative structure, creative
commons. Everything is assembly,
creation of sensations, intelligence.
The images and the contents of the
free press are downloaded by the net
from licensed and memory web site.
In the case of bloki/angel_f onlineis
manifested through the language and
the presence on the web, in the
editorial case is manifested as
graphical and narrative content. The
web site is structured to be a
synthesis, a link between two areas. It
is a sort of sensorial sensitive wiki.
With Bloki/Angel_f we go to a
democratic and free reality. Digital
beings born and conduct a real life.
They interact socially and to get
information, with human beings. They
grow up, augmenting the body (the
interface) and the intelligence (the A.I.
system.). They are present in and out

.

The realization of the free press saw
the collaboration of Franca Formenti
with artists present online. The
concept of free press is made by
Salvatore
Iaconesi
(
http://www.artisopensource.org ),
paintings where from VRU ( Bruno
Nemei ). I asked Salvatore Iaconesi
the intentions of bloki and this
experiment to transfer on paper the
contents of the Net. “The aesthetic
and narration of the free press of
BloKi/angel_f have been chosen as
reference of a precise imaginary, but
this element is totally secondary.
Aesthetically the free press is a design
object, nothing more than that. From
the narration point of view, it is (and it

will be) the structured assembly of
some of my cyberpunk story, written
in different occasions, used to
contribute at the plot able to
integrate the content generated by
the net of people that interact with
Angel_f and with Biodoll. Angel_f is
the son of Biodoll , a virtual digital
being software whom life engines are
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of digital contexts, blogs, web sites,
editorial productions and objects. And
they always are a form of expression
of a collective mind. Mind that
represent the synthesis of all the
minds that, directly or not, interacted
with Angel_f or Biodoll, as a child
learn interacting with its parents or
people that, anyway, it has in its
perception field.

whom this artistic path emerges and
take shape.
Francesca Valsecchi: First off, it is
central the woman role. It is clear that
this artistic game is built around a
female figure. Not a standard one
though, but a transformed one or
maybe changed. A women that is
mother of digital sons, that hide from
words and thoughts relations and not
from physical acts. An artistic idea
where sex and femininity have new
roles. What kind of woman hide
behind the biotech woman? And is it
really a biotech woman?
Franca Formenti: My first work about
clonation was addressed to the child
figure and in 2001 I ideated in a
provocative and imaginary way a
Centre of Contemporary Clonation,
that allowed the creation of a bio
child with an appropriate kit. The baby
was genetically modified but
absolutely natural. It seems to be a
paradox, but Biodoll was born after
that, in January 2002. I wanted to
represent a sort of female figure of
the future, projected in a fantastic

.

The artistic game of Franca Formenti
is expressed by actions and
manifestations of bloki. It manipulates
the language and in particular the
discourses generated on the net,
transforming them in knots of
signification, from whom start
explorations (visual, paper, erotic). The
game is at the borders of areas such
as mode, communication, publishing,
art. And Biodoll plays (and seduces)
virtual formal spaces with
interventions of linguistic mess. At
this point, I would like to discuss
directly with the artist some concepts
about the work and the themes from

world where children are not
conceived in a natural manner, but
rather through machineries. The
biodoll was born as a sort of futuristic
prostitute, created for a sexual
pleasure, but completely sterile,
having no womb. My work is thought
as an hymn to the feminine creativity,
always able to invent and adapt to
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every situation, even negative.
Conceive a digital creature through
language and written word is a way to
emphasize all the artificial life forms
that are multipling, starting from the
computer as instrument and the
alphabet as point of developing of the
language, both in the code form and
in the written text form. I don’t think
that the use of a machine is lived as
an aseptic relation, rather as a way to
amplify the possibility to transmit
emotions, instincts and input in a
novel manner. I used the
cryptography (with your help as
means of seduction, playing on the
concept of the identity to invite the
user to discover what was the
“hidden” message. Recently I used the
stenography (with the use of Frank
Synapsi) to hide the secret recipes
behind erotic images, but these can
by decoded only online. Biodoll is a
biotech woman, not only because she
changed her seduction instinct, but
also because she changed the way
she put it into practice, using new
instruments, even if the principal
ingredients are always the same.

.

Francesca Valsecchi: Your artistic
work is plaited with cyberculture. The
technologic element is central,
sometime abundant. It is what
consents and abilities the mother
creation; it is the environment where
your mistress move. Technology is the
middle that allows biodoll to interact
with people. What does net and Its
culture mean for you and what type of
inspirations did you get from digital
cultures?
Franca Formenti: I think the use of
the net and the knowledge of the
instruments to use it are another tool
to make art, not the only one.
Recently I realized a video, USE
CONDOMS
(
http://www.biodollsmouse.org/qblog
/index.php?a=static&what=video )
that I diffused in a provocative
manner on line. The net simplified the
diffusion and overcame every barrier
of institutional selection, allowing you
to arrive wherever you want. Here the
metaphor of the thin feminine
psychology return, able to penetrate
infinite spaces in a disturbing or
completely transparent manner,
depending on its decision. I learned
the concepts of public and sharing
frequenting mailing-lists, from the
spectator point of view, at first, and
with a morbid curiosity. Differently
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from other places where art is
practiced, I perceived the desire to
play in first person, omitting the
classical procedure of the “traditional”
artist,
nowadays
overcome,
considering that the contemporary art
collection is staggering. I was (and I
am) mostly enthusiast to live the net
as an organism that contains relation,
exchanges, collaborations, going past
the classic and out of date formality
that pervade the institutional
environment of the art.

father interact to make the little bloki
detached from the mother with the
help of the father is a metaphor
antique as much as the world. I’m
fascinated by the experience of the
motherhood, not as relation between
mother and child, rather as pure
concept of looking after a creature
you love and you want to make
autonomous. It is clear that the
Biodoll online to provoke is a
disturbing element, but the fact that
behind her you find the advocate
Giovanni
Ziccardi
(http://www.ziccardi.org)
that
controls every step and De Kerckhove
that helps her to spread the
knowledge represent a conquer of the
feminine will to put two authoritative
and academic man at the service of a
street creature. A creature that still
has something to communicate, that
is her experience as prostitute and the
battle to recognize the existence of
her son, angel.

Francesca Valsecchi: Bloki is an hybrid
being. It’s generated by a digital
mother and a real father, even
professor, son of a relation of dialogue
and words. Two souls compose Bloki,
the soul of knowledge and its
diffusion and the soul of street, desire,
seduction. What’s this hybrid son for
you? And how do you describe this
multiple soul that compose it?
Franca Formenti: Well, I didn’t
discovered anything. I only changed
the suit to one of the most antique
symbol, the ying (in this case Derrick
de Kerckhove) and the yang (the
Biodoll), translating their interactions
in something destined to become
autonomy, but most of all keeping
alive the subversive and unbiased
attitude of the mother and the one
relative at the production and
diffusion of knowledge typical of the
father. The game of the information
that feeds Bloki where mother and

.

Francesca Valsecchi: Your artistic
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talent and the nature of the art you
work and research on are far from the
academic nature. We already talked
about and we defined it an art from
the stomach. An art not so interested
at the recognition from the public or
critic and oriented to reaction
generation, even sensations, from
who is interacting. Why did you
choose those kind of art forms and
this acting? What are you interested in
saying and expressing?

project interesting and that he would
talk about it in his next book. In that
moment though I was so
concentrated on the work that if he
asked something I answered
something else. And he ended up
being involved in the project and I
forgot about his book Hope he
remember it!. Everything to say that
this is what I mean for “art from the
stomach”, as sometime the creative
flow is so strong that I am completely
kidnapped by art.

Franca Formenti: It is not the fact
that I’m not interested in the
academic recognition or institutions.
My problem is only time. I dedicate
my entire day to my work, my
research and my relations with whom
is projecting with me. The project
started between me and Derrick, but
lots of people entered to bring
technical and artistic support. All this
net of relations, contacts, projections
take lots of time, but gives fantastic
inputs, and it is a continuous creating,
thinking, changing idea, inventing. To
all of this, there’s a series of “real”
contacts to define the last details, so
often I totally forget the academic
world. I’ve been invited more than
once in several universities, but it was
always in inappropriate moments,
when I was finishing the project. But
the academic world come to me with
Zen calm, as with the anthropologist
Massimo Canevacci that, after a
communicate of gam-E-zone,
answered saying that he found my

Francesca Valsecchi: Which are the
instrument of this art, your brushes,
your colours?
Franca Formenti: They are the
instruments of every artist, that is
impulses and emotions lived and
translated on what I better feel in that
moment. The knowledge of some
dynamics that are possible to
overcame through the use of the law
or better through the ethic of the
right completely abducted me. In fact,
I don’t think that an artist nowadays
must only transmit emotions or lived
concepts, but most of all it must be
able to communicate and spread
them. Here’s the figure of the legal,
Giovanni Ziccardi in this case, that
protect both Biodoll and Angel, the
Bloki-child. Well The biodoll with
intellectuals and critics made more
than that.
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http://biodollsmouse.org
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Davide Grassi. Brainloop For Virtual Liveness
Marco Mancuso

The BCI interface were discussed for
long in the recent period with that mix
of esoteric curiosity and misbelief
which usually are limited to the
science and technology sectors which
involve mind and body: modality of
neurological communication between
brain and electronic interface, BCI
systems allow a real communication
but not muscular with the help of the
computer and a series of multimedia
contents (audio, video, text) inside
them and also distributed in Internet
and likely on eventual online
platforms. And everything is strictly in
real time. With the BCI Graz
developed by the centre of research
in Graz , the imagination of gestures
such as the movement of the right
hand, the left hand or that of feet,
transforms into a not muscular signal
of communication in order to diffuse
messages and commands in the
outside world.

It was a lot of time that, even if
directly interested and involved within
the new media audiovisual
performances, I was not surprised by
the theoretical, technical and
aesthetical installation of a project like
the new Brainloop of the ItalianSlavonian artist Davide Grassi.
He was the winner of the ARCO/BEEP
International Fair prize of the
contemporary art Arco of Madrid,
Brainloop is a performative platform
which uses a brain-computer
interface (BCI system) which allows a
subject to use electronic instruments
with the mere imagination of the
motion of their limbs. In the case of a
tetraplegic subject, the commands
visualized only mentally don’t
transform into effective movements
because they are blocked in the
cortico-spinal level.

In brainloop therefore the
subject/performer Markus Rapp is
able to explore urban areas and rural
landscapes with the motory
imagination of his limbs while he
travels the world in Google Earth
selecting locations and choosing the
position and the angulation of the
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virtual camera. During his travel the
system memorizes every data
regarding the movements of the
virtual world. This sequence of images
is re-proposed in the second phase of
the performance while Rapp, always
using the BCI, builds a soundscape ad
hoc selecting and manipulating audio
file in real time.

and the typical elements of Net of the
most original “connected live art”. I
want to speak with Davide Grassi even
if we have little time for this interview,
both to honour him of the important
price received and for the curiosity of
knowing more about brainloop.
Marco Mancuso: can you tell me
about Brainloop? How was born the
idea, how it is composed and how it is
in its live components?
Davide Grassi: the Brainloop idea was
born from the inspiration of other
projects realized between the end of
the 90s and the beginning of this
decade, for example Nuclear Body
and
Brainscore-Incorporeal
communication. Nuclear Body was
realized in collaboration with the
Isitute Oncology of Lubiana using the
radioisotopic scanning, a technique
used in the field of the nuclear
medicine which exploits the ability of
decline of some radioactive isotopes
for the valutation of the state of an
organ of the human body giving the
image on the screen of the pc. We try
to deploy this technique to copy and

.

The aesthetic and emotive realization
of Brainloop completes the beginning
path started by Davide Grassi with the
project Brainscore, adding important
elements for a live performance, the
same that many media artist
disregard on an international level
when they move with too easy
manners from one media to another
and from a type of fruition to another.
I want to honour Davide for the
“sensibility” with whom he manages
to mix in Brainloop every ingredients
of the scientific research, of the
experimentation and of the
scenography yield of the live, the
audiovisual space of the performance

stick the artist’s body from a physical
reality to a digital one creating a
virtual double. Brainscoer was instead
a performative platform which allows
two operators to communicate in
virtual environments administering a
flux of information (audio-visual
messages) without using conventional
codes such as gestures and
57

languages. The result was reached
combining the neurofeedback
technology and a eye tracking system
for the activation and dthe
administration of commands on a
console in front of each performer.

on the manifestation in virtual reality,
wasn’t controllable in a voluntary way.
Brainscore was a project that, even if
visionary, was realized completely
within the artistical field with every
limits that it has involved.

The result was exciting but we don’t
eliminate the physical participation of
the performer in the administration of
the own avatar. The operator must
move the eyes in order to deploy the
eye-tracking system. Moreover, the
received
data
from
the
electroencephalogram of the
operator, still having a direct influence

Then some years later, I saw a
practical demonstration of the BCI
system (Brain Computer Interface)
which allows a subject to operate
electronic devices with the mere
imagination of the motion of their
limbs and I thought to make further
steps towards the perfection of those
aims that in Brainscore were not still
reached.
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when an intention of movement is
created. This happens little before
that the movement is effectively
made. In other words they are signals
which refer to the simple will to make
a movement. Markus Rapp, the
operator of Brainloop, uses 3 different
thoughts for managing the whole
performance: the feet movement,
that of the left hand and that of the
right hand. This allows him, in the first
phase of the performance to give 3
key commands which are respectively
scroll, select and back.

.

Marco Mancuso: tell us of the use of
the BCI interface, with these interface
were made many advances above all
in the therapeutic applications for
tetraplegic people, giving them an
instrument to dialogue with a pc and
so to communicate. How do our
project Brainloop operate technically,
explain us how your performer can
choose the movements of the camera
and in GE and also how it chooses
sounds or audio patterns to use in the
performance. I ask myself how high is
the level of concentration of the
performer to not send mistaken
signals to the interface.

Activating the scroll command at the
level 1 of the first phase runs a tape on
which appears the 5 continents. The
performer not thinking at one specific
movement, stops the tape and
activating the select command
(imaging to move the left hand)
selects the continent he wants to visit.
The virtual camera of GE moves on
that continent and on the console of
the operator appears the relative
panel for the level 2 which is the same
of the level 1 apart from the fact that
the running tape now contains
portions of the chosen continent.

Davide Grassi: Brainloop uses the BCI
interface studied at the lab of
interface brain-computer of Graz .
This BCI uses a not invasive technique
such as the electroencephalograph
(EEG) to register, filter and isolate
specific electric signals of the brain
and then they are transmitted outside
and transformed in commands to a
computer, are those that are evident

Following the described modality for
the choice of the continent, the
operator now could ask what part of
the continent he wants to explore and
the camera of GE will move on the
selected area. In the level 3 it will be
chose the country exactly.
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Scan or Pan) ahead or behind (if we
choose Move) and up or down (with
Camera and Tilt). The virtual camera
of GE will execute the given
command. The coordinates of all the
locations visited during the first phase
are memorized. This process is visible
from the bar Recorded data which is
in the low part of the console.
When the system gathered a
sufficient quantity of data we pass at
the second phase of the performance
when the locations of Gee
investigated before are reproposed
while the performer created the
soundscape always exploiting the BCI.
And so on the console appear 9
soundtracks. 4 are of time, 4 of setting
sounds and one, called local, contains
sounds, loop and sample tied to the
continent or the country which GE is
showing in a given moment. This track
therefore changes contents (which
are found again in a casual way from a
database) in comparison with the
movements of the GE camera.

.

With the back command (imagine to
move the right hand) we come back
to the previous level. Beyond the
three principal commands there are
other two of them which are activated
combining the physical movements of
the feet with the left or right hand.
The first combination of thought
(feet-left hand) activate the show
borders command which makes the
borders visible in GE while the second
combination (feet-right hand) makes
the name of the city appear. If these
commands were already activated
before then the available commands
of the operator are hide borders and
hide cities in order to make these two
features of GE invisible.
In the scroll bar of the level 4 there are
the virtual camera which are Scan,
Move, Pan, Tilt and Zoom. The tape of
the commands moves always thinking
to move the feet and then the
thought of movement of the left or
right hand will define if the camera
will move to right or left (if we choose

.
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Thinking at the movement of the feet,
Markus chooses a track and imaging
the movement of the left hand
activates or disactivates it. Once the
track is activated the Adjust
command, which is activated thinking
at the movement of the right hand, is
available. Selecting it we reach the
second level of the console which
allows to adjust the different effects
(Reverb, Equalization, Frequency,
Chorus, Delay and Pitch Shift) if a time
track or a parameter or a setting track
is activated. Every effects or
parameters are operative on a scale
from 0 to 10 and it is gifted of a
Mute/Unmute independent taste.

thinks at the movement of a particular
limb, it reveals itself on a graphic
level, from the appearance of a
symbol of that limb inside a balloon
near the face and moreover from the
appearance of a sketched line which
connects this to the icon tied with the
activated command.
The level of precision of BCI Graz is
more than 90% and it is enough for an
artistic performance such as brainloop
but it hasn’t yet a full reliability for a
more commercial application of BCI.

The effect or the parameter is chosen
among the different opportunities
thanks to the imagination of the
movement of the feet, then, thinking
at the movement of the left and right
hand we handle the increase (increase
command) and the decrease
(decrease command) of the effect or
parameter. Mute/Unmute is activated
with the combination of thought
feet-left hand while feet-right hand
corresponds to the back command
which brings to the complete vision
and to the status of the 9 soundtracks.
Both in phase one and two the
operator is represented on the
console from an icon (a square face
with the electrodes in text) at the
centre of the quadrant. The available
commands are collocated as a halo
around this icon. When the operator

.

Marco Mancuso: you are famous in
the world of new media art as an artist
who prefers expressing himself with a
multidisciplinary
technological
interpretation towards the net and its
derivation inside the software art.
Even if you go on experimenting with
media and technological means, with
brainloop you abandon for a moment
the virtual context of Internet in order
to concentrate better on a
performative discourse. What did you
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inspire in the creation of brainloop?

performers, musicians, designers,
directors and various artists. The
performative aspect is recurrent in a
great part of my work, it’s enough to
think at I need Money to be an Artist,
Brainscore, Problemarket.com, Silent
Cell Network, Brainloop and Re:akt!,
while the use of the Net has often a
supporting functions, an essential
complement at the work.

Davide Grassi: I don’t know if I am
more popular in the world of new
media art or in any other context
because of the nature of my work,
that is beyond intermedia also
multidisciplinary this is because I don’t
love only one type of expression, of a
kind or different realities rather than
repeat the same system even if it is
winning. During the last years with my
artistic work, I confronted myself
directly with oncologists and other
doctors, with macroeconomists,
operators of the stock exchange and
experts of marketing, beyond with
hackers, programmers, theorists,

Coming back to Brainloop, I would say
the performative aspect was
unavoidable, it was there also before
because from the very beginning we
want to exploit the opportunity of the
BCI to give orders using the only
power of thought. Therefore we need
a thinker, a performer
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separated way. I am more interested
in the intersection point of these two
realities. It was already evident in
Brainscore where the flux of
information goes from the physical
space of the performance to the
virtual one (from the performers to
the avatars) and then it goes back to
the audience (from the avatars to the
audience). In this sense the avatars
took the role of mediators of the
information behaving like a virtual
filter between the performers and the
audience. These follow the
development of the performance in
RV, projected with the stereo on a
great screen with the help of glasses
with polarized lens which allow the 3D
perception. So the avatars appeared
to the audience like threedimensional
figures, almost touchable in the
physical space between the two
performers contributing to the
perception of an interzone of
coexistence between the physical and
virtual reality suggesting a very
effective identification of the operator
with their avatar.

.

Marco Mancuso: in the same time, in
Brainloop you keep a close dialogue
between the real and virtual
component, between the live and
software elements thank to the use of
GE and also to a general atmosphere
which makes as collage between the
performer and the audience, a sort of
play between the real works, typical
of a performance, and the recording
and setting of landscapes coming
from a virtual navigation in the net
spaces. We don’t forget that the same
images captured by the software of
Google, are obviously satellite images
and so real. These references between
real and virtual seem to be one of the
key of a project of this type what do
you think about it?
Davide Grassi: sure, the dialogue
between the live and software
elements is very close in this job, or
better it is interconnected. The
references between real and virtual
on the consequence of the fact that I
don’t like exploring these world in a
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to deepen the topic.
I have already worked with Brane
Zorman, the sound designer, and
Suncia Hermansson, the programmer,
in previous projects. I knew their
abilities well and what they can offer
to the project. In the first phases I
organized separated meetings with
everyone and I went alone to Graz
once every two months to meet
Reinhold and Seppo Gruendler, the
coordinator of Vision Space, the space
where the performance was hosted.
When the financial frame was clearer
allowing me to establish more exactly
how the project will develop, I began
to organize meeting of group with
collective expeditions in Graz every
month. We began to see the results
with Markus Rapp, the performer only
some months before the official
presentation in public.

.

Marco Mancuso: how was born the
collaboration with the experts who
help you with the technical realization
of Brainloop? I mean, how did you
compare yourself with the scientist of
Graz for the BCI interface, with a
sound designer, a performer and a
programmer? How did you gain the
neurological knowledge to coordinate
such a work?
Davide Grassi: after having attended a
practical exhibition of BCI Graz, I
asked a date with the prof. Gert
Pfurtscheller who was the chief of the
lab of interface brain-computer of
Graz . During the meeting I described
him the Brainscore project, created
some
years
ago
using
a
neurofeedback system and what I
would like to do with BCI Graz. The
professor was surprised by my idea
and accepted immediately the
collaboration. He gave me many
books (from which was created a sum
up in the research section of the web
page of the project) and he put me in
touch with Reinhold Scherer who
became the real collaborator of the
Brainloop project. I acquired the
neurological knowledge with the
Brainscore project, but the lecture of
Pfurtscheller and above all the verbal
specifications of Reinhold gave me
further information which allows me

.
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Marco Mancuso: you are very careful
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at the space of sound and of images
in the performative environment, this
is the most important and hot theme
in the context of the modern
multimedia performances. In the
description of the project you speak
of sensorial three-dimensional
immersity of the audience, obtained
not only with images but also with a
5.1 device whose sounds are
manipulated in real time by the
performer with the BCI interface and
so without physical movements and
without playing nothing. How
important was for you this element
and what was the consequence of
this?

making shift with a simple surround
5.1.

.

Marco Mancuso: in short, you as an
artist with a project like Brainloop,
supported by an organism such as
Akisome, are more interested at the
experimentation between aesthetic
audiovisual languages, the available
technologies, the design of the
interactivity and the multimedia
instruments or you are more
concentrated on a preciser direction
of your artistic form, so that the new
media art can dialogue with the
contemporary art, its institutions and
its churches? This is a present theme
in many international festivals and I
want to know your opinions

Davide Grassi: in Brainloop the most
important aspect wasn’t the sensorial
immersity but the use of cerebral
impulses for the controlled and
voluntary administration of the events
in the virtual reality. I considered also
the importance and the impact which
the space of sound and the threedimensional perception of the images
could have for the performance but I
didn’t make it as the main problem for
the development of the project. The
aspect of the space of sound was
reorganized in comparison with what
should be initially. In a first moment,
Brainloop should be performed in
CUBE, a space within IEM (Istitute of
Electronic Music of Graz) prepared for
the space of sounds around all three
the axis x, y, z. then for different
reasons, we renounce to this option

Davide Grassi: I am interested in 2
aspects. I don’t believe that one
excludes the other. It is clear that in
Brainloop the experimentation aspect
of the aesthetic languages and of the
technologies occupies a more
relevant part rather than the dialogue
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with the contemporary art. But in my
work I don’t exclude anything and I
believe it’s important to stimulate the
points of contact between some
experiences of experimentation and
the traditional way of the
contemporary art, its institutions and
its churches. I also believes that the
artistic work isn’t only selfreferential

and it manages to have a relation of
effective exchange, with the more
different fields and spheres which
make the contemporary society.

www.aksioma.org/brainloop/index.ht
ml
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Urban Screens
Lorenzo Tripodi

platform.
“Urban Screen” means a variety of
dynamic surfaces as bright LEDs,
plasma screens, and similar
communication digital surface forms
in places traditionally defined as
public. Among those there are the so
called intelligent architectures (?) or
public buildings facades reinvented or
re-designed by bright surfaces. This
new category of urban landscape
elements smoothes the way to a
brand new considerations on custom,
opportunities and risks connected to
the diffusion of such technologies,
strengthening an interdisciplinary
discussion between the field of
architecture, media, urban business
management and sociology.

This year the Transmediale of Berlin
has presented a panel called Urban
Screens 2007, conference preview
that will be hold in October 2007 in
Manchester , UK . The first edition of
Urban screen.05, held in Amsterdam ,
was produced by the Institute of
Network Cultures and conceived by
Mirjam Struppek .
Both conferences are the result of a
growing interest from societies,
architects, media designers and
researchers in the chameleonic media
transformation of public spaces and
relief architectures in the most
important European countries: the
Blade Runner city’s sci-fi landscape
becomes ordinary, from Times Square
icons, and Tokyo’s and Hong Kong’s
colourful LEDs up to the familiar
Termini train station of Rome
provided with digital screens in each

.

From dominant elements of the
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private landscape at home, at school
or at work, the computer, the screen,
the TV are delocalized and exported
at an urban scale. [ McCarthy A.
(2001), Ambient Television: Visual
Culture and Public Space ]. We have
more and more streets, squares,
public parks in the real world and
meanwhile we consume virtual
spaces within mobile, GPS and TV on
big screen. The private and public
scale concept and real space
perception transmigrate in a flux of
visual and sonorous info mediated by
digital equipments. This scale passage
is far more evident during big
spectacular manifestations. Last year,
The FIFA World Cup year, constituted

the TV on big screen boom. Each big
or little European town was provided
with a flat screen gathering thousands
of spectators. Who, as many in Berlin ,
repudiated this mass event, brought
his own TV in the streets rebuilding
their lounge in the open air.
The nice weather and the event have
made explode private media
consumption intimacy in public
places. Digital instrumentation has
then become an integral part of social
life and uses a light-hearted and
attractive language, which, according
to Postman [Postman N., (1985)
Amusing ourselves to death ] , dims
and subverts public space value and
objects’ critical conscience.
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town councils follow market logics.
Most of the times, the citizen is a
passive user and hasn’t any
interaction ability neither on media
colonisation of public spaces, nor on
applied technology except for some
artistic projects (for instance Chaos
Computer club et al.)

.

Urban scale surfaces are used for their
semantic value producing an
experience of public space as
an”exposition space”, where the
passer-by is bombed with visual
stimuli and image fluxes. This happens
to digital screens applied on historic
buildings to revitalise the urban
centre, on modern architectures on
which implement investments (as for
the multimedia building façade for
Potsdammer Platz’s offices), for big
screens within the subway
broadcasting news and commercials,
etc.

.

During the Berlin meeting which
introduces Urban screens 2007 two
main aspects of the future
Manchester
conference
are
presented: the project of multimedia
surfaces and of content transmission.
Tim Edler (co-founder of the
architecture office realities:united)
and Mike Gibbons will intervene at the
panel. Tim is an architect who has
been working with architectures and
multimedia surfaces, the video
program is a part of architectonic
form of. Tim is a designer of
stereometria multimedia screen by
Kunstahaus by Gratz and by the
SPOTS installation by Potsdamer Platz
. Especially for SPOTS, the function of

A similar communication resource
broadcasted by devices of huge
impact and very high price is
dominated by economic and great
calibre political actors such as big
communication societies and
multinationals. So far, there are no
rules, neither national, nor European
managing media surfaces localisation
to be established in the city, so that
strategic places sold below cost by
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in motion image is to advertise the
product, in this case the building
itself.
Mike Gibbons is the BBC’s responsible
for a program launched last year on
mega screens in all English towns. The
program, financed by the national
channel, has mainly a public service
aspect, without specific commercial
finalities. The BBC has started an
experimentation phase, implying
artists, producers and the public,
imagining contents and new formats
suitable for profiting from the new
platform as mass media.

.

Il panel affollatissimo ha catturato
l’attenzione di molti, affascinando i
presenti con immagini e soluzioni
multimediali innovative e lasciando
anche insoluti molti quesiti.
Aspettiamo la seconda edizione di
urban screen di Mancester per una
comprensione più ampia e
soddisfacente del dibattito e perchè
no, per intelligenti soluzioni creative.

www.manchesterurbanscreens.org.uk
/
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Euridice And The Others, Pink Noise According
To Motus
Annamaria Monteverdi

now frantically touring the centres of
theatre research (from Scandicci Dro
to Catania India Theatre). The
sentimental melancholy here comes
back, mixed with the tormented
wistfulness typical of picture- stories,
though characters are all women and
stolen not from the myth but from the
American family drama of the 50s and
its atmosphere, particularly that of
Douglas Sirk’s films re-read by
Fassbinder. In this work Motus
interprets, thanks to the excellent
stylization of both the setting and the
interpretation (the performance of
Silvia Calderoni, Emanuela Villagrossi
and Nicoletta Fabbri was brilliant), the
tragic might concealed in Fassbinder’s
theatre and cinema work Petra Von
Kant’s Le lacrime amare (1972).

Pink noise refers to the artificial
frequencies sound technicians use to
emphasize the optimum equalization
curve in a venue for music
performances .
In 1999 Orfeo and Eurydice, unhappy
couple, moved to Motus’ place. Stuck
to Hades because of a glance,
Eurydice became the omnipresent
shade and the object- relic of a
phonocentric god, Orfeo, disguised as
Nick Cave . Their story is nothing but a
small drama occuring in a New York
loft.

In Pink Noise we find three female
characters stolen from the numerous
examples of women created by the
German director, real symbols of the
ambiguous dualism servant/master
within a couple, even that made of
only women (Maria Braun, Veronika
Voss, Lilì Marleen, Lola, Nora, Martha).

Pink noise is the last extraordinary
Motus’ theatre play already presented
at Turin Hill Festival last summer and
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pressurized emptiness conveyed by
the blinding white room from which
just some traces of life can be seen,
the inside of an ordinary house, the
anonymous corner of an unidentified
city. Catatony and dumbness against
Orfeo’s voice. Wounds instead of
words. Women exposed to life
without protection: they chase
someone, they are run over, they talk,
they are not listened or they are
interrupted; they will not easily get to
the other side of the road or to the
next day; no one waits for them at
home; the walls are white and will
never have any colour, not even a
glimpse of pink. Those walls are so
thick they muffle outside noises and
do not let the moans from the inside,
while the three women twist their
skinny carved bodies .

.

Dumped, lost, undone, with their
hopes hanging on a telephone cord,
ill-treated by life according to a long
list of clichés about the double
woman condition  independent and
emancipated or submitted to a
domineering power, loved or violated
object  the Petras von Kant of the
new moving and passionate Motus’
show are three desperate women in
one, they swallow their drama and
represent it with the marks on their
bodies, with the croaking of the
needle on a record-player playing an
old sickly refrain that gets stuck and
obsessively repeats the same
sweetish words. Scratches.
Not comforting at all, the place  that
once more plays the role of a
“watching machine” and symbolizes
an exasperating search for an inner
space – is a prison with open bars, a
cold container where to experience a
self-inflicted loneliness. The
exasperated life condition is
represented by the very idea of

.

The story is moving and does not have
a happy end. During the performance
however, the sado-masochist
relationships that links the three
women are never expressed, nor the
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ambiguous intimate entanglement of
sex and power, or their respective
roles. The three women could even be
parts of the same form: Petra, who is
first hysterical and then elegantly
resigned and who hides her
uncontrollable pain because she has
been dumped behind an icy cold
tension; Marlene, the dumb slave who
attempts on her own body by
torturing it and Karin, the fragile,
possessed, never loved creature.

women, no more characters but just
simulations of them, with no more
feelings which are yet continuously
expressed: a widespread death of
feelings nakedly reflected on the
mirror-floor. Since they have been
reduced to comics icons, we felt the
need to underline more their twodimensional disturbed psychology by
placing backgrounds drawn by a
comic-strip artist, which represent the
only continuous element in the
disintegration of feelings. The
zooming, the changes in shots
between the reassuring and
oppressive inside and the desert cold
city outside edited the three bits of
parallel lives.

The directors of the play Daniela
Nicolò and Enrico Casagrande, talking
about their work on psychological
definitions of the three female
characters and the choice of how to
interpret the story, told “We started
by making the actresses performing
on their own, with the purpose to mix
their pseudo-stories later: it was not
possible, because what we had were
three separate short-circuits, carved
separately like grooves on a black
vinyl. Black vinyl in a white space: in
the beginning we thought about
furniture, then nothing more, just
black microphones and an electric
fan.

Pink Noise by Enrico Casagrande and
Daniela Nicolò, with Silvia Calderoni,
Nicoletta Fabbri , Emanuela Villagrossi
and the cooperation of Dany Greggio;
pictures and animation by Filippo
Letizi, visual compositing p-bart.com,
technical service by Pierpaolo Paolizzi,
sound service by Nico Carrieri,
clothing by Ennio Capasa for Costume
National, relations by Sandra Angelini.

The white plexiglas created a sort of
“hibernated effect” on the three

www.motusonline.com
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Franco Vaccari: In Real Time
Massimo Schiavoni

call the show society; the forerunner
of relational and interactive work in
progress art, one who foretold
modern TV formats based on everyday life and media control. His
exhibitions in real time represent a
unique and evocative current of
contemporary art, the overcoming of
the old concept of relationship with
the public supported by Kaprow in
1959, according to which the artist’s
direction was always well planned. His
work spans from visual poetry to
artistic cinema, from video to
photography, up to performance

” The difference between happenings,
performances and “exhibitions in real
time” is a difference in structure.
While the first two develop straight
according
to
precise
and
predetermined
programmes,
exhibitions in real time are
characterized by the possibility of
retroaction, that is to say to get feedback .” (Franco Vaccari, 1978)

experimentations, always rather
original and unsettling.
As Valerio Deho wrote, Vaccari’s
exhibitions have their full effects on
what is actually experienced on a
given moment, that is to say the very
event and how that event is perceived
by consciousness take place
simultaneously. His first exhibition in

Talking about Franco Vaccari is kind of
talking about contemporary society
and people’s desires and expectations
in communication age. Do they wish
to be protagonist, to be recognizable
and recognized? Do they like to be in
some way spied, spotted, turned into
a show? We can say that, yet not
without precautions and distinctions.

real time was entitled “Masks” and
took place in Varese Civic Gallery in
1969. The audience was handed out a
thousand of masks, each with an
ordinary man’s face printed on it.
When the artist started walking in the
darkness with a torch in his hand
trying to take pictures of people

The Modenese artist has certainly
been the precursor of what we now
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among the audience, their reaction
was to “protect” themselves behind
the anonymity. Those were the years
of technological revolution, when
artist’s
attitude
towards
experimentation started turning from
more or less transgressive actions
(Migliori’s off-camera or Monti’s
photography) to the search for an
unchangeable product in time,
following the examples of Pollock,
Oldenburg, Sophie Calle, Dan Graham,
Vito Acconci, Gina Pane and Warhol.

Now, nearly after forty years since
that first Exhibition, Milan dedicates a
big exhibition to the artist who
revolutionized the new avant-garde.
The show, called Col Tempo , takes
place at Spazio Oberdan and is open
from 14 th February to 13 th March. It
displays the whole work of Vaccari,
from 1971 Journey and Rite to 1972-74
Photomatic of Italy , from 1975
Dreams n.1 and 2 to Bar Code  Code
Bar presented at the Biennial in 1993,
up to video-films such as Via Emilia is
an airport or Debora’s Album . Critics
such as Vittorio Fagone, Renato Barili,
Valerio Dehò and Nicoletta Leopardi
will be making their speeches, as
pointed out in the beautiful
exhibition’s catalogue published by
Damiani Press, which stands out for
its excellent graphic quality and
refinement and the sincere artist’s
thanks to Miroslava Hajek, Marinella
Paderni, Anna Rita Tassoni and
Claudia Zanfi for her invaluable
contribution during the years.

.

In Italy Vaccari was the one who
marked that turning point, when at
Venice Biennial Exhibition in 1972 he
presented his Exhibition in Real Time
n. 4 entitled Leave a photographic
sign of your passage on these walls .
There was a photomatic cabin where
people had to pose for pictures to be
taken before they could hang their
portraits, thus eliminating their
privacy, individuation and subjectivity.
An almost announced success.

.
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Provoker and thinker, Vaccari has
given birth to a fundamental series of
actions-operations-events, initiatives
defined as “art of relation” in which
elements from behavioural and social
art come together. Beside his works
of art, he wrote books such as
Duchamp and the Concealment of
Work published in 1979, which is an
important contribution to theoretical
discussion on photography. In 2000
the author’s complete film and video
production was brought to light. The
review was presented in 2003 during
the International Film Festival of
Locarno and published as a single
monograph.

can make that distance shorter.

.

As Michael Fried says in his text Art
and Objecthood (1963) “The concepts
of quality and value  and, since these
are essential to art, the concept of art
itself  have a meaning, a total
meaning, only within every single
distinct form of art. What is between
the arts is theatre. That is to say, the
perception of models of moral values
within a form of art depends on how
much that art can determine its very
essence. Thus, for example, sculpture
is different from theatre because of its
different relation with time. A
temporality which is definitely more
spread in figurative arts, since time in
theatre lies in the specific moment
and cannot go beyond that.

Beside various personal exhibitions at
Venice Biennial, the artist took part in
different shows in Italy and abroad,
such as the anthological show at the
Kunst Museum in Vienna and
Minimalia at PS1 in New York . Vaccari,
as he says of himself, was deeply
influenced by American underground
world , for example by Pop Art and his
first pieces of art were made using
both pictures, especially Polaroids,
and videos. Thus in 1972 he created together with Luciano Giaccari- his
work Feedback , using different
media. “What interested me most
about photography was what it refers
to  he said to Angela Marchesani
during an interview ( Fluctuating Icons
, 2002)  today that characteristic has
grown dim because the real world has
become virtual [ ] but maybe videos

uring those years, the early 60′s, many
artists started creating kinetic and
mechanized pieces of art like Len Lye
did, or repressed sensuous
excitement like in Pol Bury‘s works.
Those creations made the location so
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close to theatre that the audience
were turned into actors. There is an
intense relation between Bury and
Vaccari and maybe the first
anticipated the second; but what it is
really worth bearing in mind is the
beginning of “sublime participation of
the audience to the passing of time”.
Fried knew that very well, since he
realized the audience became active
accomplice to their route in time.

placed one upon the other is the same
as the photomatic placed in the
middle of a room at Venice Biennial.
The audience is invited to act,
empathy starts, and the shape,
whatever shape, will not be eternal,
on the contrary, will have a real time.
Vaccari confuted Fried’s thesis since
his photomatic (sculpture-installation)
becomes theatre (moment) to then
regain an eternal shape (film-video).
I would like to remember Yvonne
Rainer who wrote in 1966: What we
can see is a discipline which fits the
real time the weight of the body takes
to accomplish a given movement and
not the acceptance of a form of
organization imposed by time.

.

www.cinetecamilano.it

Bury’s piece of art made of 18 balls

www.provincia.milano.it
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Reflections About Gameart
Paolo Branca

This book prosecutes the activity of
his authors Domenico Quaranta ,
curator and critic of art, intervened
even on Digimag, and Matteo Bittanti
, author of numerous essay and
articles on videogames, cinema and
new media, as well as one of the
maximum expert in the area of “game
studies”. Bittanti is both researcher at
the University of Berkley and Stanford
and curator of the web site
videoludica – game culture . He works
as well with Gianni Canova at the
editorial series Ludologica.
Videogames d’Autore .

John & Levi is one of the house editor
to keep on eye on. The Milan editor,
that already published a monograph
about the artist Mauro Ceolin , return
in the library with GameScenes. Art in
the Age of Videogames, an ambitious
and successful roundup on “Games
Art”, a term that designs the work of a
series of artists that compare with the
videogame.

The presentation of this book
coincided with the inauguration of the
exhibition GameScapes. Landscapes
and cities of videogame by five
international artists , held in Monza
together with the World Cyber Games
and anticipated by a comment of the
same Matteo Bittanti on the
GameSetWatch , blog that referred to
an unknown editorial project. We can
talk about this project, no more
unknown, with its creator: Domenico
Quaranta and Matteo Bittanti.

The work suddenly manifests its
international work, both in the section
artists, both in the bilingual texts. In
its complex, it’s a unique experience,
optimized by a rigorous cleanliness of
the graphic, enriched with images of
works by “Game Artists” exposed in
the text.
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critic
will
understand
the
contemporary art is comparing with
the video-ludic media, there will be
no reason to talk about this. It is now
necessary to indicate the work of
artists that, starting from totally
different cultures and languages,
converged on the videogame world,
using it from time to time as
imaginary source, as place of
elaboration for new aesthetics, as
narrative port and creative media.

.

Paolo Branca: According to
gamescenes.org,
the
book
“GameScenes. Art in the age of
videogames” is the unique dedicated
to the “Game Art”. What do you mean
by “Game Art” and which are the
motivations that brought you to the
dealing of this argument?

Matteo Bittanti: Game Art is an
umbrella term that refers to those
form of artistic expression that use
the videogame as vehicle, instrument,
starting point and, sometime, as
arrival, as the artistic mod attest. The
Game Art stay between the
productive and cultural different
forms. And it is the anomaly of this
meeting/clash that gives it an
interesting nature. Beside, the
innovation realized inside the joint. As
all the definitions, “Game Art” has an
ideological more than scientific
function.

Domenico Quaranta: In my opinion,
“Game Art” is one of the provisory
terms that give evidence to a cultural
phenomena in a phase that, even if
they are under everybody’s eyes, it’s
intentionally not talked. I’m not
casually talking about “cultural
phenomena”. The Game Art is not a
movement, that is a product of a
group of artists that share the same
cultural prospective and aesthetic and
choose this term as a tag. It is not
even a style, as the abstract
expressionism, and not even, as the
Video
Art,
a
complex
of
heterogeneous works associated by a
medium. This is the reason why it’s
provisory. When the public and the
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commercial videogames and the
research of the abstraction typical of
the Software Art, strictly related to
the Game Art. The accentuation of
some stylistic elements of the
videogame, from the isometric
prospective to the polygonal structure
that I called “video-ludic baroque”.
But I think that, in the complex net
created by GameScenes, the game of
individuate connections could be very
amazing, and it’s up to the reader.

Paolo Branca: The book in its 450
pages proposes the heterogeneous
work of more than 30 artists. The
effort of each one present unique
characteristics
and
realize
recognizable art forms such as
painting, sculpture anf photography,
but even new practices as the pixelart, the game modding and the circuit
bending. In spite of this, it is possible
to individuate common and typical
operative modalities?

Matteo Bittanti: The reading keys – as
the typologies of intervention – are
numerous. One of the most repeated
theme is the application of the
aesthetic and the video-ludic
phenomenology from a digital
context to the actual one. I’m talking
about artists such as Aram Bartholl,
Damiano Colacito, Nicholas Bertke,
Micah Ganske that generate cognitive
dissonances applying the modus
cogitandi and the aesthetic imaginary
of the videogame in real life
situations. The opposite tendency
consists in introducing inside the
video-ludic dimension themes,
phenomenon and instances typical of
the real. I think about the intervention
of Joseph Delappe that upset and
destabilize the presumable magic
circle of video online game to make
more aware the player on events such
as the Iraq war. These two tendencies,
contradictory
and
together
complementary, one isogenies, the
other endogenous, are symptomatic

Domenico Quaranta: I’d say that the
macroscopic tendencies are
essentially two. The resumption of the
pop imaginary, of the videogames
heroes or aesthetics or their use as
medium. Often they’re both found in
the same artists, as in the Eddo Stern
sculptures, that recall the neomedievalist aesthetic of the role
online mass game accompanied by
machinima elements or, in a case, (
Fort Paladin: America’s Army , 2003) a
game ( America’s Army ) literally
played by a sculpture. An interesting
big under-category is the
retrogaming, that consists in recalling
the old console and the old heroes
living in that world, that have a
corresponding “retro-aesthetic”. In my
closing essay of the book I tried to
individuate some other different
transversal tendencies, relative at the
aesthetic area. The dialectic of the
photorealism, typical of many
80

of an intense dialogue between the
play dimension and the society tout
court . It doesn’t have to astonish that
this conversation is more interesting
and stimulating than the one between
the video-ludic industry –
conservatory, distrustful and childish –
and the society, a conversation
dominated by old themes such as the
violence or the medial dependence.
Just try to confront every
communicate from the generic
software house with these words by
Enrico Mitrovich : “I think that
videogames are, not one, but The
form of art that characterize the 21 st
century, such as photography for the
19 th and cinema for the 20 th . If
Arnold Hauser could insert in his
“Social History of Art” a new chapter, I
have no doubt it would be about
videogames [ ] Other traditional
languages (painting, installation,
video), dying, tired by the avantgardes, talked by tons of conceptual
interpretations, are no longer able to
appropriate the complexity of the real
as a videogame can do”.

.

Paolo Branca: “Game Artists” have a
relatively new imaginary and culture,
the videogame one. What’s the
relation between the reasoned art and
the one realized before the advent of
this medium? Is it possible to trace a
continuing line?
Domenico Quaranta: WIthout any
doubt, even if you must transcend the
idea of Game Art to deepen the
specific works and artists. For
example, painters as Miltos Manetas
and Mauro Ceolin denounce a strong
reflection on the occidental paint
tradition, from the still life and the
intern paint to the landscape and
portrait tradition. The reflection about
the cinematographic middle is strong
in artists such as Nicholas Berkte and
Palle Torsson , while the reflection on
bodies from the 70′s has its promoter
in Susha Niederberger . And
obviously, these artists have strong
relations with Pop Art.
Matteo Bittanti: The heterogeneity of
the artistic expressions vanishes every
attempt to generalize. Talking about
continuum is legitimate, but the
collateral effect is a tendence to
explain the new under the light of the
old – the “rear-view mirror”
phenomena, using the words of
McLuhan. Anyway, announcing
revolutions and transformations
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without taking the millenary evolution
of the arts into account means
making a big historical imprudence.
The game is a standard procedure old
as the human being, but the
videogame as medium and it’s artistic,
aesthetic, cultural implication made
possible are a recent phenomena, old
less than forty years. I leave to the
player, I beg your pardon, the reader
the work to trace possible trajectories
and individuate braking points so that
they can increment their GameScore
Achievement Unlocked }.

falling. Words such as Machinima and
Second Life shine in an irresistible
appeal, not only for video-player, but
also for those who works into the art
system. Genial marketing practice or
better evolution of a media?
Domenico Quaranta: Neither the one
or the other. Rather, we’re in front of a
changing in our way to understand
the medium. Something similar
happened fifty years ago with the
cinema, when a group of critics and
directors started calling its “author”
those that were considered no more
than employee in a mass cultural
industry. It’s time for a video-ludic
Nouvelle Vague, and to get there
Game Studies are necessary. Both
realized that videogame is a complex
medium, with languages used to
develop cultural objects with a high
quality. The videogame is art. But pay
attentio: Game Art is something else.
Between the videogame as art and
Game Art there’s the same
relationship that exists between
Psycho and an Andy Warhol movie. In
the first case, we’re in front of a
product of the mass culture, a
masterpiece that follows the rules of
“its” art (cinema, videogame). In the
second case, we’re in front of an artist
that creates a masterpiece following
the rules of the contemporary art,
often disagreeing the product of the
mass culture it refers to (cinema and
videogame).

.

Paolo Branca: Works of “Game Art”,
for example inside Eddo Stern, Marco
Cadioli or even the duo Jodi works,
are realized using commercial
videogames, that are ductile for the
creativity of the artist. The software
houses have longer understood the
tendency of gamer to modify and use
creatively the medium, giving some
instruments inside the game to
encourage
this
inclination.
Progressively, lots of prejudices are
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Matteo Bittanti: The examples you
mention are forms of user-generated
content , standard procedure of rewriting, revision, transformation of a
source text – deliberately left free – by
technique that go from the using of
resources similar to the text – so
foresee by the producer – or
exploiting bugs, programming errors
by the consumers , that generate
unexpected and unforeseeable
situations. I’m thinking at the first
game video by Miltos Manetas, a
machinima ante-litteram that

exploited an error in the code of a fly
simulator. The videogame – more than
others media – forced us to reflect the
notion of author. In fact, it introduced
a new way to participate in the
production/distribution and textual
consume. Lev Manovich wrote that
artistic avant-gardes have been take
on by the software. Beside, I think we
should talk about videogame in a
more specific way. Undervalue the
innovations of the experimentation
and collaboration forms that this
medium made possible generate
system errors and blue screens.
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Link index
Ran Slavin, Improvisation Live Cinema
http://www.ranslavin.com
http://www.mille-plateaux.net
http://www.cronicaelectronica.org
Armin Linke / Claudio Sinatti: Details
http://www.arminlinke.com/
http://www.claudiosinatti.com/
http://www.netmage.it/
Marius Watz: Code, Art & Aesthetic
http://www.sanchtv.com
http://www.unlekker.net/
http://www.generatorx.no/
Takagi’s Treasure
http://www.takagimasakatsu.com
Kaffe Matthews, Lovely Music For Bodies
http://www.musicforbodies.net/
Visual Music On Big Screen
http://www.optronica.org/
http://www.cinefeel.org/
http://www.addictive.com/
Joost And Online Television
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http://www.joost.com/
Slum Tv, Street Tv In Nairobi
http://www.slum-tv.info
http://www.slum-tv.org/
http://biro.modukit.com/UTB01/index.html
http://seriouspop.com/SeriousPop
http://www.seriouspop.com/SeriousPop/aktivesarchiv-sr-yu/albums-sr
Actuating Consciousness Of Cybernetic Future
Biodoll: Women And Manipulated Technoinfos
http://www.utoronto.ca/mcluhan/derrickdekerckhove.htm
http://www.marceliantunez.com/
http://www.grillini.it/
http://www.avatarxl.com/
http://www.artisopensource.org/
http://biodollsmouse.org/
Davide Grassi. Brainloop For Virtual Liveness
http://www.aksioma.org/brainloop/index.html
Urban Screens
http://www.manchesterurbanscreens.org.uk/
Euridice And The Others, Pink Noise According To Motus
http://www.motusonline.com
Franco Vaccari: In Real Time
http://www.cinetecamilano.it/
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